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OUTLINE 

INTRODUCTION: There is value, particularly at the present 

PART 

time when people are feeling the need for a more modern 
version of the Bible than the Authorized Version, in 
comparing the four major English versions of the Bible. 

The purpose of this thesis is to compare and eval=- 
uate these four versions, in order to determine the 
chief contributions of each to the field of English 
Bible revision, and to observe which has the best all- 
around qualifications for present-day usage. The dis- 
cussion will center on the New Testament, 

Is THE AUTHORIZED VERSION 

Ae The AV was the third authorized Bible of the Church 
of Englande 

1. ° John Wycliffe finished his translation in 1384. 
2 w#illian Tyndale produced the first English 

version of the New Testanent meade from the 
original Greek in 1525. 

Se itiyles Coverdelc, in 1559, produced the Great 
Bible, the first authorized version. 

4 ‘the Geneva Bible was produced by a group of re- 
formers who fled to Switzerland. It was com- 
pleted in 1560 end became popular with the 
comuon peoplce 

5. ‘the bishops! Bible, so called because a number 
of the revisers were bishops, was completed 
in 1568. it was the serond authorized Bible 
of the Church of Ingland. 

B. ‘The AV translating project was inaugurated by King 
Janes. It was brought ebout through the complaint 
of Non-Conformists about the authorized Bibles. 

CG. A set of general instructions for the translators 
was endorsed by King James in 1604. 

D. Under the leadership of Richard Bancroft, fifty-four 
trenslators worked at the task. 

ie The men met together for reviewing and re-working 

of translations. 
1. ‘they labored gratuitously. 

8. Actual time spent on organized endeavor was 
about three years. 

3. ‘The work was completed and printed in 1611. 
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The finished product was a revision, not a fresh 
translation. 
1. Other works were generously employed. 
2 it is deeply indebted to older versions. 

the Greek text is lergely thet of the Textus RKeceptus. 

The AV men were not hide-bound literalists in their 
traensletinge , 
1. ‘he AV contains much rythmicel phrasing. 
2 it has an often unwarranted variety of expres- 

Sion for single original terms. 
5. it is indifferent to the style of the original 

writers to a great degree. 
4 it is indifferent to the wording of some synop- 

tic parallels. 
5. Lt has @ strong emphasis on literary beauty. 

Names and technical terms are retained as approved 
by tradition. 

ine AV contains a number of translation errors. 
1e It has many errors with prepositions. 
2e it has many errors with verbs. 
5. It conteins a few general mistranslations. 
4. It has some errors of anachronisn. 

In general, the AV is a beautiful and scholarly 
transLatione 

Ti: REVISED VLRSION 

the AV took over the field completely within thirty 
to fifty years efter publication. It was not until 
the nineteenth century that serious agitation for 
a new revision comuencede 

& new revision project was launched in 1870. 
1. <A Convocation Committee considered the idea 

of a new revision. 
2. <A translation committee was formede 

Principles of translation were laid down to guide 

the mene 

The translating personnel was composed chiefly of 
anglicens, but there were also a number of other 
Protestants. 
1e An Americen Conmittee was formed in 1871 to 

cooperate with the English Committee. 
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2 A total of 101 scholers were at some time 
connected with the project. 

Se Fersonnel included such outstanding men as 
dwestcott, Hort, and Scrivener. 

The men met frequently for reviewing and discus- 
Sing the translation. 
1. ‘The inglish Committee had its first meeting 

on May 22, 1870. 
a ileetings would consider textual emenda- 

tions first. 
be Ten and one-half years of meetings were 

required. 
ce The work was done without compensation. 

2e The American Committee met in the Bible House 
at New York. 

Se Anglo-4méerican cooperation was well conducted. 
4 The English Company was more conservative. 

The RV New Testament was completed and published 
in 1881. In 1885 the entire Scriptures were pub- 
lished. . 

The Greek text used was much better than the Textus 
Keceptuse : 
le They had the use of many manuscript finds 

since 1611. 
2. Some of the major textual EO ee weer 

iderk 16, 9-20; John 7, 55 to &, 5 Matthew 
6, 15; John 5, 5-4; Acts 8, 357; I John 5, 7-8. 

Se Gases of slight textual changes sre: 
iiatthew 19, 17; liark 5, 295 Acts 18, 53 
Romans 5, le 

4. ‘Textual criticism of RV men is of conservative 
nature, closely substantiated by Nestle's Text. 

The RV men produced a literalistic translation. 

The RV contains, besides the textual changes, a 
number of minor improvements over the AV. 
1. It climinsted a number of archaisms. 
2. ‘The general type of improvements may be 

noted in the examples of I Cor. 15, 1-7 
and it Pet. 3s 8-10. 

The KhV is inferior to the AV in dignity and beauty 
of lengusge, but an improvement as a work of exact 
scholarships It is “strong in Greek, weak in Eng- 
lish.' 
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AWERICAN STANDARD VERSION 

The ASV project was launched as a result cf the 
Americen Committee's dissatisfaction with the Eng- 
Lish Committee's Laci of interest over the Americsn 
Appendix of further suggestions. 
1. Unglish Committee disbanded, but American 

Committee did note 
2. Americen Committee felt that scholarly opinion 

warrented an American recension of the RV. 

The American Committee worked quietly for years, 
especially between 1897 end 1901. 
le They had pledged support to RV sale for a per- 

iod of fourteen years. 
2. ‘They completed their recension in 1901. 

The finished product is cssentially the same as the 
RV. 
1. ‘The opinions snd svaluaetions of the RV essen- 

tlally apply also to the ASV. 
2. ‘Two obvious differences between RV and ASV 

ere the addition of parallel passage references 
and the inclusion of content headings at the 
tops of pages in the ASVe 

S- One improvement is the further clinination of 
archaisnse 

4. ‘There is a resume of the types of minor changes 
mede in the ASV, in their Appendix. 

5. ‘The ASV, however, is more than a mere incor= . 
poration of an appendix into the text. It was 
a further revision wherever such seemed ad- 
visable. 

6. <A selection giving a general indication of 
the close similarity between the RV and ASV 
is I Corinthians 15, 29 and S4-. 

Like the RV, the ASV is an overly literalistic 
translation. It is an improvement over the RV in 

thet it eliminates more archaisms. 

After its completion in 1901, the ASV received an 
enthusiestic market for its sales. This did not 

continue, however. The ASV is used in some churches, 
but the AV is still the standard Bible of Protes- 

tentisme.  
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REVISED STANDARD VERSION 

The International Council of Keligious Education 
a,pointed a committee to be in charge of the ASV 
text. This committee decided to undertake further 
revision for the following reasons: 
Le ‘Yvranslations of the RV end ASV were too mech- 

enical. 

2. There were new and important manuscript finds. 
Se Fapyri finds had furthered the understanding 

of New Testoment Greek. 

ivanslating principles were laid down by the 
IeCeohKeEe 

The translating personnel for the New Testament 
included: iuther A. weigle, Henry J. Cadbury, 
hdger Je Goodspced, Janes iioffatt, ij. Russell Bowie, 
Frederick C. Grant, liillar Burrows, Clerence T,. 
Craig, and Abdel Rh. Wentze 

The men hed a definite translating procedure which 
called for a first draft, on intermediste draft, 
end a finel dreft of the translation. 

The men met frequently for reviscwing and discus- 
sing the translation. 
le ‘There were thirty-one separate sessions vary- 

ing from three days to more than tuo weeks, 
and covering a total of 145 days. 

2. ‘The meetings were conducted over a period of 
cight yearse 

5S. the mon worked without compensation.e 
4 ‘the mectings were held in members! studies 

or homese 

The problem of the Greek text involves mainly a 
re-consideration of the same problems already 
before the RV men of the nineteenth century. 
1. Recent important menuscript finds were avail- 

able to the translators. 
2. Tested principles of textual criticism were 

Followed. 
5. ‘The men operated on the basis that "all changes 

in the text shall be agreed upon by a two- 
thirds vote of the total membership of the 
Committee." 

4. i few important textual changes from the AV 
ares: liark 16, 9-20; John 7%, 55 to 8, 11; 
liatthew 6, 15; I Jom 5, 7  
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5e A list of passages omitted by the RSV and 
for the most part also omitted by the RV, 
but which are duplicated in other Gospels 
Sere oF Boe New Testanent, includes: 
ia Cw 12, 473 Li; eal; 18, il; 235, 14s 
Wari: 7, los 9, 44 and 46; 11, 263 "15, 28; 
iuke 17, 36; 22, 19b-20; 235, 17; 24, 15; 
24, 40; Acts 8, 37; I5, 34; 24, 6b-sa;— 
Komens 16, 24. 

Ge «Accusations that the KSV men distorted the 
text because of their "Liberal" bias are 
not well grounded. 

G. The finished product is one worthy of being used 
by the present-day Christian reader. 
1. it shows the result of advenced grammatical 

end lexical sidse . 
2. it is not a literalistic but a moderately 

idilonuatic translation. 
Se ‘The accusation that the RSV men mistranslated 

some important pessages in the interest of 
their personal "Liberalism" is difficult to 
uphold. some of the cases usually cited sre: 
Wark 15, $9; John 5, 16; Homans 9, 5; Mat- 
thew is, 25-266 

e there are important instances wheve the RSV 
renderings are just as conservative as, and 
in somG Cases more conservative then the AV. 
Such places sre: Hebrews 1, 8; Romans 5, 1; 
Mark 1, 1; Pitus 2, 15; Matthou 22, 45. 

5. ‘there are sufiricicnt instances of inprove- 
ment of the HSV over the AV in important 
passages, to render the RSV unworthy of has- 
ty rejection. Some of these instances -are2z 
liatthew 5, 253 5, 29; 5, SY; S&S, 1-25 G, V5 
&, 22; &. 25; 9, 17; 10, 24; 25, 24; 28, 19; 
Werk 2, 4; Luke 2, 49; 4, 15; 16, 9; 17, 213 
ie, 12; John 1, 3; I, 53 Acts 17, £2; El, 24; 
26, 14; Homans 5, 15; 8, 26; I Corinthians 
i, oi; 7, v3 10, 15; 11, 20-30; 15, 123 
Corinthions 6, 143 12, 11; Galatians 4, 17; 

Bo Bet tui lpptens Fe Sar oe i See Colossians 2, 25; I Timo 2s S293 eD= 
reus 4, 14; Jemes T, oir Peter 2, 2; I0 Pet 
er 1, 20-21; I John 2, 2. 

6. Minor probleus are well handled. 
ae "Thee-thou" Languages is dropped. 
b. “Verily-verily" problem is tackled. 
Ce Nemes arc treated consistently. 
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Te The style of the KSV is somewhet clipzed end 
nervous, but it has a vigor ond freshness sbout 
it which makes it an apt medium for the dynamic 
contents of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 

fi, Perhaps we have here a case where honest scholar- 
ship, though working through the medium of a 
"Liberal" group, has produced a translation com- 
paratively free of bias in the actual product. in 
general, the RSV is a good trenslation. 

I. ‘The 
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CONCLUSION: 

general appearance of the HSV is commendable. 
Thomas Nelson & Sons did a superb printing jobe 
it is presented in the form of living litera- 
Ure 

It retains chapter and verse nuubers in such a 
way as to avoid distracting the continuous 
readere 

reception of the RSV has been goode 
There were $00,000 orders the first month. 
dhat turn its popularity will take depends 
much on the Old Testament Committee's work. 
This is expected to be completed around the 
year 1950. 

The four versions are sumzerily compared and 
evaluated: 

le 

Be 

Se 
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The AV is a scholarly and beautiful translation, 
Gcficient in later textual refinements and 
gremmaticel studies, but still highly usable 
for those who are conversant with Elizabethan 
Engli she 

The RV is too literalistic a translation. 
It is "strong in Greek, weak in English." Its 
expressions are more Anglican than American. 
However, except for the matter of beauty of 
style, it is a great improvement over the AV. 
The ASV is a later American recension of the 
RV and is very similar in style and arrange- 
ment to the KV. It is an improvement over the 
RV. Except for the matter of beauty of style, 
it is a great improvement over the AV. 
The RSV New Testament is a great improvement 
over that of the ASV. The RSV is idionatic, 
highly readable, of sufficiently dignified ex- 
pression for public worship, and noteworthy 
for its clarity of expression. lIxcept for 
the matter of beauty of style, it is a very 
great improvement over the AV, especially for 
modern usege.  



AN EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF THE METHODS AID PRINCIPLES — 
POLLOWED BY THE NEW TESTAMENT TRANSLATORS 

OF THE AV, RV, ASV, AND RSV 

Introduction 

Sporadic efforts have been made during the past feu 

decades to translate the bible into modern English. Efforts 

have been made also to bring the Greek and Hebrew text into 

more accurate alignment with the first writings of the 

Frophets and Apostles. ‘The great number of these translat- 

ing enterpriscs indicates a general feeling of need for an 

English translation or revision of the Bible more adequate 

for modern use then those made in previous centuries. 

Individual translations lack ecumenical appeal. How-= 

ever, there have been noteworthy united efforts to meet the 

need for a more up-to-date trsenslation of the English Bible 

for the Protestant world. These translations have essen- 

tlally been revisions of the Authorized Version of 1611. 

They ere: the Revised Version of 1885, the American Standard 

1  



Version of 1901, and the recent Kevised Standard Version 

of 1946+ of which only the New Testament has been completed. 

The AV itself is a revision of older English versions. The 

four versions mentioned are the best we heave today in the 

line of inter-denoninational production. 

The AV of 1611 is still the version, but some are be- 

coming dissatisfied with its Language and arrangement so far 

as modern usage is concerned. Some who look beyond bere 

statistics are aware of the fact that never in a long time 

heve inglisn Bibles been so abundantly bought and so sparingly 

reaa as nowe It is much easier to buy a bible written in 

Elizebethen prose, presented in a format not much more conduc- 

ive to continuous reading than a dictionary, and give it to 

someone as a present, then to sit down and reed it oneself 

or get the recipient to read ite 

For this and other reasons, whether all approve of it - 

or not, quite a few are beginning to look about for other 

versions end printings of the English bible than the one 

which is today being revered more than read. It is of par- 

ticular value today, therefore, whether a departure from the 

AV is deplored or not, to compare and evaluate the four major 

versions being used today. This may best be done by comvar- 

ing and evaluating the methods and principles followed by 

the translatorse Such is the purpose of this thesis. 

  

1. ‘These four versions will be designated by AV, RV, 
ASV, end RSV.  
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The discussion will center on the New Testament with 

the following considerations: 

a. It will include orienting facts about the begin- 

nings of the different trenslating projectse 

be It will mention the principles by which the men 

guided themselves. ; 

ce It will observe the men chosen for the work and 

the methods of their meetings. 

de The basic original text used will be considered. 

@e There will be an svaluation of the principles em- 

ployed and of the extent to which they were followed. 

The final purpose will be e comparison and cvaluation 

of the four versions in order to determine the chief contri- 

butions of each to the field of English Bible revision, and 

to observe which hes the best all-around guslifications for 

present-day UuS&gGe 

 



  

PART Is THE AUTHORIZED VERSION 

The AV was the third authorized Bible of the Church 

of England. The first was the Great Bible of 1539, and the 

second was the bishops! Bible of 1568. ‘The word "author- 

ized" implied official sanction for use in public worship 

("appointed to be read in the churches") .7 

At Pirst it seems odd that there was such a rapid 

succession of authorized versions of the Bible in kngland, 

in 1559, in 1568, and then in 1611. The Inglish Bible, how- 

‘ever, had not existed in any form before the fourteenth cen- 

tury. it was in the process of gradually finding its place 

with the common people. Besides, it was developing at a 

tine when church affairs and politics in England were in a 

general state of flux. Sometimes Roman Catholic pressure 

would be stronger, sometimes Anglicen, There were also the 

Non-Conformists to be satisfied. Lible translation, there- 

fore was a controversial task, with the result that different 

versions would be vying with each other for general approval. 

A review of the early background of the English Bible will 

make this evidente 

John Wiycliffe 

The translation of the Bible thet Jjycliffe undertook 

  

2. The Translators to the Reader, edited by Hdgar J. 
Goodspeed, De 5e  



with the help of Nicholas de Hereford end possibly others, 

wes finished in 1584. It was then revised and polished by 

John Purvey in 1588. ijycliffe met with tremendous Romen 

Catholic opposition during his whole life, especially for 

translating the Bible into the vernacular. It was on idio- 

matic translation, but not sn accurate one. He did not 

usé the original Llenguages at all, but worked from the Latin 

Vulgate.® Sopies of iyclifire's Bible were made entirely by 

hend. iliany of them were sought out and destroyed by the 

church authorities. 

Willian Tyndale 

The first Lnglish version of the New Testament made 

from the original Greek was produced by 'yndale in 1525. 

He likewise worked in the face of conflict and persecution, 

determined, however, to do all in his power to bring the 

printed Bible to many. He is ssid to have made this remark 

to a clergymen: “if God spare my life, ere many years I 

will cause a boy that driveth a plough shall know more of 

the Scriptures than thou doeste un Tyndale died a martyr's 

death for his efforts: “On October 6, 1536, Tyndale was 

brought to trial, and being proved a heretic, was condemned 

to death. He was tied to a stake, praying in these, his 

last words: ‘Lord, open the King of England's eyes,’ and 

  

S- Ira ilavrice Price, The Ancestry of Our English 

Bible, pe 250. Ee — 

e Lbhide, De 2540  



  

then was strangled snd purned."® His translation is in- 

portant beceuse of its strong influence on the AV of 1611. 

The Great Bible 

During the reign of Henry VIII, who was hostile to 

Tynaale's work, liyles Coverdale produced his translation 

of the English Bible. He did this apparently without cither 

royal sanction or prohibition.® Coverdele's version, to-=- 

gether with a reproduction of Tyndale's version published 

under the naue of "Thomas liatthew", gained wide circulation. 

The influence of Archbishop Cranmer and of Cromwell con- 

tributed much to this circulation, and the assent of Henry 

VIII was gradually procured.” 

Cromuell, however, saw the inadvisability of having 

tuo different translations used interchangeably end the de- 

ficiencies of the two trenslations themselves. He engaged 

Coverdele to revamp his first trenslation with a view to- 

ward meking it more accurate, particulerly to have it rep- 

resent more faithfully the Hebrew and Latin texts of .the 

Complutensian Polyglote Additional scholars were employed, 

end in 1559 Coverdale's new revision was completed. Price 

says that "Because of its splendid proportions and magnifi- 

cent form it was cealied 'The Great Bible.'" In 1554 it was 

stipulated that the English Bible should be put in every 
  

  
Se bide, pe 2450 
Ge bide, ppe 247-248 
Te Tbide, De 25356  
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parish church in Ingland. This was efter Henry's defection 

from Rome. Only fourteen years prior to this, Tyndale's 

New Testament had been publicly burned at St. Paul's. 

Taverner, an individual translator, produced his re- 

vision of the Bible in 1559, but it never ranied with the 

suthorized Great Bible.® 

The Geneve Bible 

The reign of Edward VI was favorable to the spread of 

the Eible, but the accession of Nery Tudor to the throne in 

1555 inaugurated en anti-Protestant reign of terror. Ke- 

formers fled to Geneva, Switzerland, the home of Eeza snd 

Celvin. There a compeny of English scholars, with the assis- 

tence of the Galvinists, prepared the Geneva bible. It was 

& revision of the Great Bible and it was done under the dir- 

ection of Whittinghem. In 1560 it was completed and dedica- 

ted to  qiecn Elizabeth. Its superiority over all preceding 

versions soon put it on e popular par with the royally au- 

thorized Great Bible.” 

he Bishops! Bible 

In 1565-64 Archbishop Parker, with the assistance of 

other scholars, undertook a revision of the Great Bible. 

This revision was celled the "Bishops' Bible” because a goodly 

number of the revisers were bishops. It was completéd in 1538. 

  

8. Ibid., py. 247-259. “ur; 2LARB MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
9. Ibid., pp. 260-265. NONCORDIA SEMINARY 

ST. LOWES, MER  
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It appealed especially to the churchmen, and its authori- 

Zetion by the bishops was enough to enable it to displace 

the Great Bible for public worships l? hen Jemes LI came to 

the throne in 1606, the Eitshops' Bible hed been the sten- 

dard version for thirty-five years, and, despite dissatis- 

fsction from several quarters, it seemed to be settling 

down to a long period of further official usage, when a 

slight turn of events brought about the launching of another 

revision, nsemely, the aV of 1611. 

Launching of the AV Project 

There were in Lngland at this time a great number of 

Non-Conformists or furitens. They were complaining of the 

need for further departure from Catholic teachings end cus- 

toms. while discussing their dissension at the Hsmpton Con- 

ference, Dr. iteynolds, a Furiten and President of Corpus 

Christi College, Oxford, voiced the complaint that a new 

revision of the Bible was sorely needed. He cited examples 

of what he considered "a most corrupt translation" from the 

Great Bible and the Bishops! Bible. He aiso pointed out that 

the Prayer-ook which they used was based on the wording of 

the Great Bible, which fact gave them great offense. Ffrice 

seems to think that King James, being a Bible student himselr, 

jumped at the chance to begin such en important project, t+ 
  

10. Ibide, Bpe 266-268. 

ile ibicies, Dive 275-274.  
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but Roberts feels that Janes accepted the suggestion of 

Reynolds out of venity end policy. He thinks that James 

say in it a chance to please the Puritan sarty by grenting 

their request for revision and at the same tine to appease 

the Conformists by abusing the Geneva Version, the favor- 

ite of the Puritens.!2 the Preface to the AV, which unfor- 
tunately is no longer printed in our Inglish Bibles (no 

doubt, because of its verbose and controversial naturc), 

hes an explenation of how James I ordered the work on the 

AV. 

e e e for the very Historical truth is, that 
upon the imsortunate petitions of the Puritans, 
at his iajesty's coming to this Crown, the Con- 
ference at Hampton Court having been appointed 
for hearing their compleints: when by force of 
reason they were put from all other grounds, they 
hed recourse at the last, to this shift, that 
they could not with good conscience subscribe to 
the Comuaunion book, since it maintained the Bible 
as it was there trenslated, which was as they 
said, a most corrupted translation. And although 
this was judged to be but a very poor and empty 
shift; yet even hereuzon did his Majesty begin 
to bethink himself of the good thet might ensue 
by a new translation, and presently after cave 
order for this Trenslation which is now presen- 
ted unto thee. ygnus much to satisfy our scrup- 
ulous brethren. 

General Instructions 

The instructions endorsed by King James in 1604 to 

govern the trenslating are quoted by H. i. itobinson: 

  

12. Alexander Roberts, Companion to the Revised Ver- 
Sion of the New testament, pe 154. 

L3e Goodspeed, Ope Cites De 28.  
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1. The ordinsry Bible read in the Church, 
commonly called the Bishops Bible, to be fol- 
lowed, end as Little altered as the truth of 
the original will permit. 

2. ‘The lanes of the vrophets, and the Holy 
iriters, with the other Nemes of the text, to 
be retained, as nigh as may be, accordingly as 
they were vulgerly used. 

3. The old Leclesiastical Wiords to be kept, 
viz., the word Church not to be translated 
Congrspxution &Go 

4. «when a jord hath divers Significations, 
that to be kept which hath been most commonly 
used by the most of the Ancient Fathers, being 
agreeable to the Propriety of the Place and the 
“nalogy of the Faith. 

Se The bivision of the Ghapters to be 
alterod, cither not st all, or as little as 
may be, if Necessity so require. 

Se lo tiarginal Notes at all to be affixed, 
but only for the Lxplenation of the Hebrew or 
Geeck Jords, which cannot without some circun- 
locution, so briefly and fitly be express'd 

m1 the Texte 

7. Such .otations of Places to be margin- 
ally set Gown as shell serve for the fit Khef- 
erence of one Scripture to another. 

S&S iLvery perticular ian of each Company, 
to take the same Chapter, or Chapters, and hav- 
ing translated or auended them severelly by 
hinself, where he thinketh good, all to meet 
together, confer what they have done, and egree 
for their Parts what shall stande 

9. As any one Coiipeny hath dispatched any 
one Book in this Manner they shail send it to 
the rcst, to be consider'd of seriously end ju- 
Giciously, for his Majesty is very careful in 
this Pointe 

10. If any Company, upon the Review of the 
Book so sent, doubt or differ upon any FPlece, 
to send them Jord thereof; note the Place, snd 
withal send the Keasons, to which if they con- 
sent not, the Difference to be compounded at the  



  

General liceting, which is to be of the chief 
fersons of each Company, at the end of the jjork. 

ll. when any Place of special Obscurity 
is doubted of Letters to be directed, by Auth- 

_ority, to send to any Learned Man in the Land, 
for his Judgment of such a Place. 

lZ. Letters to be sent from every bishop to 
the rest of his Clergy, admonishing them of this 
Transletion in hend; and to move and charge as 
many es being skilful in the Tongues; end having 
taken pains in that kind, to send his particulsr 
Observations to the Company, either at Jestmins- 
ter, Cambridre or Oxford.e 

15. The Directors in each Company, to be the 
Deans of iestainster and Chester for that Place; 
end the King’s Professors in the Hebrew or Greek 
in either University. 

i4. ‘these translations to be used when they 
agree better with the Text than the Bishops 
Bibles yndalil's; Matthews; Coverdaie's; wWwhit- 
church's; Gencvae 

15e besides the said Directors before men- 
tioned, three or four of the most 4ncient and 
Grave Divines, in either of the Universities, 
not cipioyeda in Trenslating, to be assigned by 
the Vice-Charcélior, upon Conference with the 
rest of the neads, to be Overseers of the Trens- 
ietions as well Hebrew as Greek, for the better 
Observation of the 4th Kule above specified. 

The Translators 

The main overseer of the project was the Bishop of 

London, siichard Bancroft. He received word from the King 

that Tifty-four learned men had been picked. There is no 

complete List of these men extant, but a list of forty- 

seven has been preserved. ‘This list indicates that the 

  

14. H. Jheeler itobinson, The Bible in Its Ancient and 
English Versions, ppe 199-20l. 
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men chosen were distinguished in their own day for their 

scholastic attainments. ‘They were great men of the Church 

end of the Universities. One of them Later becsnme the 

4rchbishop of Centerbury. Five of them became bishops. 

sone of them were the Kegius Professors of Hebrew, of 

Greck, end of divinity in both Oxford and Cambridge, and 

there were a dozen Masters or Presidents of individual col- 

leges emong them. ‘The inclusion of the nemes of Chaderton 

and Heynolds shows that Furitens were not excluded from 

the group of trensletors. There were also laymen among the 

trensletors.t® 

Yhe men originally listed as working on the New Testa- 

ment were Givided into two groups. ‘Those working on the 

Loistles, with headquarters at Westminster, were: 

Dr. Willian Barlow, Dean of Chester 
bre iislph Hutchinson, President of St. John's College 
Der. dochn Spencer, later Fresident of Corpus Christi 

College 
Dre Koger Fenton, iellow of Pembroke Hall 
iichaei Habbett, b.D.e, Rector of St. Vedast 
Dr. Thomas Sanderson 
Jillian Dekins, Bel., Greek lecturer at Canbridge 

Those assisned to the Gospels, Acts, and the Apocalypse, 

with hesdquarters at Oxford, were: 

Dr. Thomas Kavis, Deen of Christ Church 
Dr. George Abbot, Dean of Winchester 
br. Richard Eedes, Dean of Worcester 
bee Giles Thompson, Dean of ijindsor 

Sir Henry Saville, tutor in Greek to meen Elizabeth 

Dr. John Perin, professor of Greek 

  

  15. Cherles C. Butterworth, The Literary Lineage of 

the King James Bible, pe 209.  
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br. Ravens 
br. John Hermer, Professor of Greek? 

The basis for choosing, these men appears to have been 

their scholarship, perticularly, of course, their skill in 

the original languages of the Bible.+? There is every in- 

dication that these scholars were devout Christians of an 

orthodox nsture. They lived during the early post-Keforma- 

tion era at a time when education was lergely sponsored and 

influenced by the Church. 28 The general tenor of the Preface 

to the AV, written by iiiles Smith, is indicative of the 

spirit that perveded the minds of at Least the majority of 

the translators. ‘The following is an example of this: 

e e e St remaineth, that we commend thee to 
God, and to the Spirit of his grace, which is 
able to build further than we can ask or think. 
He removeth the scales from our eyes, the vail 
from our hearts, opening our wits that we may 
understand his word, enlarging our hearts, yea 
correcting our affections, that we may love it 
to the end. . - It is a fearful thing to fall 
into the hands of the living Gods; but a blessed 

thing it is, and will bring us to everlasting 

blessedness in the end, when God speaketh unto 

us, to hearken, when he setteth his word before 

us, to read it, when he stretcheth out his hena 

‘ana calleth, to enswer, Here am I, here we are 

to do thy will, 0 God. ‘The Lord work a care 

end conscience in us to know him and serve him, 

that we may be aclmowledged of him at the ap- 

pearing of our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom with 

the houy Ghost, be all Praise and thenksgiving. 
Amene 

  

  

16- J. Ie iiombert, English Versions of the Bible, 
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17. butterworth, Op. Cite, pe 209. ‘ 
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The liectings 

The men were divided into six groups, two at Jestmin-e 

Ster, tuo st Oxford, ond two at Caubridge. iach of the 

§Proups worked on allotted portions of Seripture, this be- 

ing Gone scverstely at first. The jestminster groups hed 

Genesis to II Kings inclusive for the Ola Testament section, 

sud Romens to Jude inclusive for the New Testement. The 

Oxford sroups hed Isaieh to Melechi, end the Gospels, Acts 

end Apocelypse. The Gambrid ic groups hed I Chronicles to 

leclestastes, 0 end the Apocrypheae =~ The Preface to the AV 

says the following ebout the men and their meeting tegethers 

to that purpose there were meny chosen, that 
were greater in other men's eyes then in their 
own, anc that sought’ the truth rather then their 
own preise. Agsin, they ceme or were thought to 
come to the work, not exercendi cause (as one 
Se8lth) but exercitati, tha s, learned, not to 
lexrn: . « e they trusted in him thet hath the 
key of bavid, opening end no men shutting; they 
brayed to the Lord the Father of our Lord, e« e e 
fin this conficence, end with this devotion did they 
assemble togethers; not too many, lest one should 
trouble snother; eps yet many, lest things haply 
iight escape then. 

dé ere given e glimpse of the actual workings of the 

revisers in br. Anthony Walker's notes on the life of br. 

Jonni boise Joim Eois was one or the translators of the Can- 

bridge group which worked on the Apocrypha. It is said of 

Dr. bois: "All the time he was about his own part, his 

  

20 Price, Ope Cite, De 275- 
21s Barvenwontns ‘Ope Cite, pe 10, says that the Apocrypha 

were generally included in the editions of the AV between 
the 01d end New Testaments up until 1826. 

226 Goodspeed, Ope Git., De o5e  
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comuions were given him at Ste John's; where he abode all 

week, till Saturday nights; «= then went home to discharge 

n20 e If 

the eighth and ninth instructions, as listed above, were 

his cure; returning thence on iMondey morning. . 

followed, tien we know this much at least, that the individ- 

ual men of cach company took a chapter or group of chapters 

and worked them out sepsrately at first. Then they met to 

compare their work and to strive for a generally acceptable 

trenslation of the section under discussion. After one 

compeny hed finished any one book. of the Bible in this way, 

they were to send it to the rest of the companies to be con- 

sidered by them. There is no evidence to show whether or 

not these instructions were carried out completely. They 

probably were followed to a fair extent. 

John Seldon in his "fable Talk" has a few words on 

the menner of procedure with the translating and reviewing. 

Seldon was a contemporary of most of the translators, He says: 

The translators in king James' time took an 

excellent way. That part of the Bible was given 

to him who was most excellent in such a tongue 

(as the Apocrypha to Andrew Downs), and then they 
met together, end one read the translation, the 

rest holding in their hends some Bible, either 

of the learned tongues, or French, Spanish, ital- 

ien, etc.; if they Syond any fault, they spoke; 

if not, he read one 

This description probably refers to some of the final meet- 

ings of the groups, after preliminary individual work and 

  

25. Robinson, Op. Cites, De 202 
24. Butterworth, Op. Cite, pe 214. 
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intermediate comparison had been donee 

Finances 

it seems that the translators worked without any vay 

beyond the reward of personal gratification. King James 

apparently did not furnish much more for the project than 

his royal enthusiasm. it is said that he had no cash for 

the venture, but suggested to the bishops that they “re- 

serve i:ccliesiastical preferment for the workers, promising 

to do the ssme for prebends ana benefices in his girt."25 

it dia so happen thet a large number of the revisers later 

received eeclesiasticeal advancement, but no one knows how 

many of these advancements came as the result of this sug- 

gestion and how meny would have occurred enyhow. The Church 

was also reluctant to assume financial responsibility. How 

even the basic expenses of trenslating were defrayed we do 

not imow, but we do know that arrangements were made ror the 

revisers to have boerd and lodging provided them by the col- 

leges free of charge while they were at work at such places. 

The publisher of the new version agreed to pay quite a large 

sun for the right to print and sell it. 

Tine 

Much time was spent in getting the project under way. 

The officiel orders and instructions were given in 1604, but 

  

25. Ibid., De 205- 
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it was 1607 before the mcetings began. Perhaps the problems 

of picking the right men and trying to obtain financial sup= 

port contributed to this delay. The actual time spent on 

the orgenized endeavor was ebout three years. This is hint- 

ed at in the Preface to the AV in its usual quaint and ver- 

bose manner: 

Neither did we run over the work with that 
posting haste that the Septuagint did, if that 
be true which is reported of them that they 
finished it in 72 days; neither were we barred 
or hindered from going over it again, having 
once done ite . . the work hath not been hud- 
dled up in 72 days, but hath cost the workmen, 

s light as it seemeth, the pains of twice seven 
times seventy two deys end mores matters of such 
weight and consequence are to be speeded with 
maturity; for in a business of moment a map, fear- 
6th not the blame of convenient slackness. 

Completion 

4 statement submitted to the Synod of Dort, said to 

have been compiled in 1618 by Semuel Nard of the second 

Canbridge group, indicates that after the assigned portions 

were finished by each group, twelve men selected from among 

them all met together in one place and reviewed and revised 

tne entire work. As a final touch to all their labors, 

Bishop Bilson of winchester and Dr. iiles Smith, the writer 

of the Preface, are said to have gone over it to,ether. 

Euttervorth says that certain memorenda state that Dr. Bret, 

one of the translators, reported that the Bishops "altered 
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very many pleces thet the translators had agreed upon: 

He hed a note of ye places." According to another rcvort, 

4rchbishop Bencroft himself, the King's superviser of the 

entire project, insisted uyon certain changes in a few 

plsces.“© VYhis rechecking by a selected few took up about 

nine sionthse 

The new version wes finally printed on the press of 

R. Berker in 1611. It was oa folio volwne in black-letter 

type, without notes, with the title-page: "Newly trenslated 

out of the original tongues; snd with former translations 

dilizently compared and revised by his Majesty's special 

command. "79 

It was a Revision 

ihe AV was & revision, not a fresh trenslation. As 

stetead in the first instruction, the bible being reac in 

the churches st the time, the Bishops! Bible, was to be 

followed end as Little altered as the truth of the original 

would permit. The freface itself seys: 

e « e if we, building upon their foundation 

thet went before us, end being holpen by their 

lsbours, Go endesvor to meke thst better which 

they left so good; no man, we sre sure, heth 

esuse to wislike us; . e « For by this mems it 

cometh to pass, that whatsoever is sound al- 

ready (and all is sound for substance, in one 

or other of our editions, and the worst of ours 

fer better than their authentic valger) the 

same will shine as gold more brightly, being 

  

28. Butterworth, Op. Cite, pve 212-215. 

29. Price, Ope Cite, pe 278  
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rubbed and polished; also, if anything be 
helting, or superfluous, or not so agreeable 
to the original, the same may be corrected, 
end the truth set in place. 

In another piace it says: 

But it is high time to leave them, and to 
show in brief what we yroposed to ourselves, end 
what course we held in this our perusal and sur- 
vey of the Bible. ‘Truly (good Christian Reader) 
we never thought from the beginning, that we 
should need to make a new Transletion, nor yet 
to make of a bad one a good one, (for then the 
imputation of Sixtus had been true in some sort, 
thet our People had been fed with gall of Drag- 
ons instead of wine, with whey instead of milk:) 
but to mske a good one better, or out of meny 
good ones, one principal good one, not justly to 
be excepted agginst; thet heth been our endeevor, 
thet our mark.° 

the westminster Dictionary of the bible summarizes 

thus: "It was not & new translation, but a scholarly re- 

vision on the basis of the original languages of Scripture; 

about nine-tenths of the language of the New Testament is 

still thet of Tyndale. "52 The announcement, "Newly trens- 

lated out of the original tongues," on the title-page, 

served the purpose apparently of distinguishing this version 

from such as hed been translated from the Latin Vulgate. 

Butterworth also mentions that "the King James version was 

not regarded by its translators as a brand-new version, but 

rather as a révision of the sarlier inglisi translations. °° 

The 1602 printing of the Bishops! Bible was the basis 
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of the revision. ‘The Great bible, the Geneva Bible, snd 

the versions of Tyndsle, iiatthew, snd Coverdals were also 

used. This was all in conformity with the fourteenth in- 

struction laid down for the transletorse 

Other ,jorks Used 

The nheims tiew Testament was used to edvantege. For- 

6ign aids employed were the works of Luther, Leo Juds, and 

4iingli in Germen, Gliveten in Freneh, Paginus, Sebastian 

tuneter and Cestalio in Latin, the Vulgate, snd Erasmus. 

4 revision or the French Bible ned appeared at Geneve in 

557-8, a New Spenish trensletion in 1602, end sn Italian 

translation by J. Uiodati in 1607. They hac these trensla- 

tions at their disposal, = end the rreface indicates that 

they made use of such works: 

if you esk what they hed before them, truly 
it was the Hebrew text of the Olid Testament, 
the Greelz of the Nev. These are the two golden 
pipes, or rather conduits, where-through the 
olive branches empty themselves into the gold. 
e e e if truth be tried by these tongues, then 
whence should a Yransletion be made, but out 
of them? These tongues therefore, the Scerip- 
tures we say in those tongues, we set before us 

to translate, being the tongues wherein God was 
pleased to speak to his Church by his Frophets 

end Apostles. « . Nieither did we think much to 

consult the Translators or Commentators, Chaldee, 

Hebrew, Syrian, Greek, or Latin, no nor the Span- 

ish, French, Italien, or Dutch; neither did we 

uisdain to revise that which we hed done, e e 255 
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Indebtedness to Older Versions 

Butterworth, although aware of the inaccuracies con- 

nected with making such an estimate, has assembled the fol- 

lowing tabulstion, in order to give an idea of what percen- 

tage of the AV text is traceable directly to the older Ing- 

lish versions. The tebuletions are made on the basis of 

smell literary units, phrases or clauses, end are Listed 

"according to the version in which the finel King James 

phraseology makes its earliest appearance:"55 

(1580-1400) ycliffite versions, including English Sermons 4% 
(1525-1555) Uyndele's work, including tie Matthew Bible . 18 
(1555-1541) Coverdale's work, including Great Bibles . . 13 
(1557-1560) Geneva Bible and Geneva New Yestament « e« « e 19 
(1568-1572) Bishops! Bible and its revision « «e«eeee 4 

4ll other versions before 1611 ..eeee e 3 
Total .« « ec e GL% 

(1611) King Jancs Bible © «: « @ 0 eo © ‘se 0 ef je) soe 

To00% 

The Greek Text?! 

the main editions of the Gresk Testament used by the 

translators, or in some way influencing them, are those of 

Erasmus (1516-35), Kobert Stephens (Estienmne, Stephanus) 

of Paris and Geneva (1546-51), Beza (1565-1604), and the 

Complutensian Polyglot (published 1522). All of these edi- 

tions were based on a small number of inferior and compara- 

tively modern manuscripts, rather poorly collated. Erasmus 

had one valuable manuscript of the Gospels, Stephens two 
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S57. Concerning the Old Testement it may be briefly said 
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(D end L); Beza had also’ D of the Gospels end Acts and 

D (the Clermont MS.) of the Pauline Epistles, but it hes 

been observed that these editors made scarcely any use of 

these better manuscripts. Frof. Abbot (Cambridge, ieass., 

1879) further brings out the fact that the text of the AV 

New Testement agrees more with the leter editions of Eesa 

then with any other. Beza followed closely Stephen's 

edition, end Stephen's edition was Little more then a re- 

print of the fourth edition of krasmus (1527). Trasmus . 

used ss the basis of his text en inferior iS. of the fif- 

teenth century end one of the thirteenth or fourteenth cen- 

tury. lor the Apocalypse he supplied defects in the muti- 

leted Lis. by transleting from the Latin Vulgete into Greek. 

in leter editions Lraswus had other isS. which, however, 

did not eda much eriticel velue.%® . 

ALL in ali, the Greek text which the AV trenslators 

usec was very nearly what is today referred to as the Tex- 

tus heceptus, which was so named efter the remark in the 

preface tc the second Lizevir edition, 1655, that tnis is 

the text now “received by alle” This text held swey from 

the Reformation Gown to the middle of the sightecnth cen=- 

tury. 9 

ne work of the New Testament critics of the nineteenth 

century, Griesbech, Lachmann, Tregelles, Tischendorf, 

  

38. Ezra Abbot, “The New Testament Text," Anglo-American 
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Serivener, Wiestcott, end Hort, enabled Price to say that 

"they have been successful in Giving us « Greel text that 

reaches back at least one thousand years before the date 

of the manuscripts that formed the basis of the Textus He- 

ceptus, "40 Todsy we cen say thet menuscript discoveries 

have brought testification of the Greek text as far back 

even ag the second century. An exainple of this is the 014 

Syrlac version discovered on iite Sinai by Mae Lewis and 

ips. Gibson in 1892. It testifies to the Greek text from 

which it wes trenslated, perhaps around 150 A.D. The 

Chester Beatty fragments discovered in 1951, which the lead- 

ing experts agres "were copied for the most part in the 

third century--a hundred yesrs, presumably, before Vaticenus 

and Sinsiticus 3") . 

The Greck text used by the AV trenslators, therefore, 

thougn inadequate for scholarly translating today, was the 

best available at the time, and what they had they used to 

good advantage. 

Since the Greek text or Bbeza was heavily leaned upon, 

as well as the Geneva Bible, end since both of these were 

largely of Calvinistic origin, one wonders whether there 

might not be Calvinistic ideas occasionally manifesting them- 

selves in the translation of some of the passages in the AV. 
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This suspicion seems groundless, however. Some point to 

Acts 2, 47b 5 en example of Galvinistic predestinarianism 

creeping into the treatment of the toxte*" ‘The AV has: 

"fnd the Lord added to the church daily such as should be 

saved." ‘he KV simply says: "those that were being saved,"; 

the ASV: "those that were saved,"; the RSV: "those who 

were being saved." The Complaint seems disputable, and if 

this is the strongest indication of Calvinistic bias that 

Can be produced, then we may feel assured that there was 

practically none oz ite 

Translating Liberties Taken 

it is evident that the AV men were not hide-bound lit- 

eralists in their translating. This is brought out in an- 

other section of the Preface: 

énother thing we think good to admonish thee of 
(gentle Reader) that we have not tied ourselves 
to an uniformity of shrasing, or to an identity 
of words, as some peradventure would wish that we 
hea done, because they observe, that some learned 
men somewhere, Hsve becn as exact as they could 
that way. ‘Truly, that we might not vary from the 
sense of that which we hed translated before, if 
the word signified the sane in both places (for 
there be sone words that be not of the same sense 
everywhere) we were especially careful, and made 
& conscience, according to our duty. Eut, that 
we should express the same notion in the same par- 
ticular word; as for example, if we translate the 
Hebrew or Greek word once by Purpose, never to 
call it Intent; if one where Journeyins, never 
Traveling; ir one where Think, never Suppose; if 
one where Pain, never Ache; if one where Joy, never 
Gladness, etc. Thus to wince the matter, we thought 
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to savour more of curiosity than wisdom, end 
thet rather it would breed scorn in the Ath- 
eist, then bring profit to the godly Keader. 
For is the kingdom of God become words or syli- 
lables? why should we be in bondage to them 
if we may be free, use one precisely when we 
mey use another no less fit, as commodiously? “9 

hythniceal Phrasing 

This verbal freedom which the translators tooiz, and 

which at bottom springs from a very worthy premise, was 

no doubt one of the causes for its lasting literary charm. 

By the judicious use of such freedom one may vestiy Improve 

the sound end rythm of phrases. ‘This is evident in the AV. 

The following passage is an example: 

{Goneva Bible) Come vnto me all ye that are wearie 
(Gishops Bible) Come vnto me all ye that labour sore, 
(King James) Come vnto me all yee that Labour, 

and lsden, and I will ease youe 
end arc laden, and I wyll case you. 

and ere hesuy laden, snd I will giue you reste 

It may be noticed thet the AV's eddition of the word 

"heauy" sdds mich to the rythm of the passage, and the har- 

monious cadence of "I will giue you rest" 1s sn improvement 

over the previcus versions. =* 

Varisty of hxpression 

The following of such a principle es that stated in 

the above excerpt from the Preface to the AV, namely, the 

frec use of synonyms, lent much veriety to many passsegese 
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4n example of this is Romans 7, 7-8. The three wmderlined 

words are rendered from one besic Greek expression: 

Nay, I had not imown sin, but py the law: 
for I had not known lust, except the law hed 
said, Thou shalt not covet. But sin, taking oc- 
casion by the commandment, wrought in me all man- 
ner of concupiscence. 

The KV, ASV, and RSV use the word covet or some form there- 

of in cach of the three places. A similar case is that of 

Z Gorinthiens 15, 8-10: 
Charity never faileth: but whether there be 

sroyhecies, they shall fails; whether there be 
tongues, they shall cease; whether there be 
lmowledge, it shell vanish ayvaye lor we imow 
in part, and we prophesy in pert. But when 
that which is perfect is come, then that which 
is in part shall be Gone sway. 

The three underlined expressions ere renderings of the 

Same voice and tense of the same Greek verb. In the RV and 

45V they are rendered in each place by shall be Gone away, 

or some form thereof. In the KSV it is given es will pass 

auwey in each instance. It is odd to note that in the AV 

rendition, in cormmection with the verbs at the beginning of 

the verse, falleth and shall feil, just the opposite occurs. 

There, where the two original Greek words are actually dif- 

ferent and would call for variety of expression in English, 

the AV trenslators resort to an unverrented semeness of ex- 

pression. 

In Acts 17, 19 and 22, the underlined terms ere iden- 

ticel in the original: 

éné they took him, and brought him unto 
Areopagus e « e Then Paul stood in the midst of 
Mars! hill, and said « e e 

   



  

In the RV, ASV, and RSV it is given as Areopagus in both 

places. Then there is Matthew 18, 35: 

shouldest not thou also have had compassion 
on thy fellowservent, even as i hed pity on tnec? 

it is the same Greek verb in both places, therefore the RV, 

aSV, and KSV all render it with some form of to have mercy 

in botn instances. In this connection Matthew 25, 46 may 

also be noteds 

4nd these shell go eway into everisestins pun- 
ishnent: but the righteous into Tife eternal. 

Here the Greek word is identical in both cases, therefore, 

to more closely represent the original, the RV, ASV, and 

RSV have eternel in both pleces.45 

indifference to Style of Original writer 

This free use of synonyms for tho seke of introducing 

veriety of expression involves a certain indifference to 

the style of the original writer. The writings of St. John. 

arc an ¢xauple of this. John frequently uses the expressions 

to abide and to bear witness in the Greek in a constent manner 

and in their basic forms. The &V transletion, however, con- 

tains the expression to abide in John's writings in seven 

aifferent vericties, namely: abide, remsin, continue, terry, 

Gwell, cnadure, and be present. Three of them are brought to- 

gether in the one passage of I John 2, 24:3 2 
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Let that therefore abide in you which ye 
have heard from the beginning. wre that which 
ye have heard from the beginning shell remain 
in you, ye also shall continue in the Son, and 
in the Fsther. 

The Greek verb is the seue for these three words, and the 

RV, ASV, ond KSV trenslete with abide in all three pleces. 

the expression to besr witness is found in the AV in John's 

writings also as witness, bear record, testify, and (in the 

passive) have good reporte 

Indifference to siording of Synoptic Parallels 

Synoptic parallels are occasionelly treanslsted quite 

differently in the AV, even though the originels may be 

elmost exactly the semee*S ‘the following excerpts ere an 

exemple of this. The underlined portions sre those words 

which represent the same originel Greek terms in both pas- 

Sseges, but which are rendered differently by the AV trans- 

  

  

Lators: 

Mork Luke 

Beware of the scribes, Beware of the scribes, 
which love to go in long which desire to walk in 
clothing, ond love saluta- long robes, and Love ect= 
tions in the uumceto places, Ss in the markets, a 
4nd the chief seats in 6 shest Seats in cee 
synegogues, end the up ceeeot synagogues, and the chie 
rooms at feasts: Which de=- rooms et feasts; which de- 
vour widows! houses, snd for vour widows’ houses, and for 
& pretence meke long preyers: a shew meke long prayers: 
these shall reccive greater the same shall receive great— 
damation. (Ch. 12, er dammation. (Che 20, 
Wise 58-40.) VSe 46-47.) 
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The KSV, pérheps in the interest of the common source 

theory of the Synoptic Gospels, is careful to bring out the 

ectuel similarities between these two passages. ‘The result, 

nonetheless, is one of giving the reader a truer picture of 

the original perallels, as well es one of maintaining a de- 

pendable consistency in translation. The only dissinilar- 

ities in the same passeges es contained in the RSV are those 

which sare demended by the Greck. The RSV passages are here 

quoted to show how similer the passages really ere, word for 

word, though one would not suspect it from the AY renderings: 

Luke Hark 

Bewerc of the seribes, 
who like to go ebout in 
long robes, snd to have 
Salutations in the merket 
places and the best seats 
in tiie synagogues and the 
places of honor at feasts, 
who devour widows! houses 
end for a pretense make 
long preyers. They will 
receive the greater condem- 
nation. (Ch. Lz, MSe 38-40.) 

Bbewere of the scribes, 
who like to go about in 
long robes, end love 
Salutations in the market 
places and the best seats 
in the synagogues and the 
pleces of horor at feasts, 
who devour widows!’ houses 
and for a pretense neke 
long prayers. They will 
receive the greater condem=- 
nation. (Ch. 20, WSe 46-47.) 

Exeuiple of Free Trenslation 

where the expression God forbid occurs in the New Tes- 

tament of the AV it hes behind it a Greek expression which 

really weens jay it not be soe This is a rather free render- 

ing of the original but, no doubt, a powerfully fitting onee 

Lack of Proper Distinction 

On the one hend, we find that the AV does not hesitate 

to meke minor distinctions in the text so long as it does not  



  

destroy the meening and lends to the variety and beauty of 

the passage. On the other hand, there are instances where 

it does not make the distinctions which ere indiceted by 

the original and which would have afforded variety and would 

have prevented apparent contradictions in some cases. 

The word hell, for example, was used indiscriminately 

for Hades and for Gehenna. ‘The word beast was used both for 

the four living creatures who stood round about the throne 

Singing praises to God in Revelations 4, G6, and for the dia- 

bolical beings who were the foes of God and His servants 

in kevelation 11, 7 and 15, 1, despite the fact that dif- 

ferent words are used in the original. Likewise, a slight 

distinction is lost when in John 10, 16 the AV renders: 

4nd other sheep I have, which are not of this 
fold: them also I must bring, and they shall 
hear my voice; and there shall be one fold, and 
one shepherd. 

In the Greek the second fold is an entirely different word 

which means flock. In the RV, ASV, and HSV, therefore, the 

second fold is rendered flock. *? 

In Galetians 6, 2 of the AV the passage goes: 

bear ye one another's burdens, end so fulfill 
“the law of Christ. 

then in the 5th verse: 

For every man shall bear his own burden, 

This seeming contradiction is more easily explainable when 

cognizance is tsken of the fact that two different words 
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are used for burden in the original Greek, that two kinds 

of burdens are under discussion. The RV and the ASV fol- 

low the AV in not making any distinction here, but the KSV 

indicates the difference of original words as follows: 

bear one another's burdens, and so fulfill 
the law of Christe 

For each men will have to bear his own load. 

One Reason for AV's Literary Appeal 

The above instances of variations unwerrented by the 

original but more pleasing to the English car would be mis- 

leading if they created the impression thet the AV trensla- 

tors were careless about their translating. On the con- 

trary, they reveal a diligent consideration of all the lit- 

erary aspects involved in such translating. At the same 

time it is clear that, in meny instances at least, where 

fairness to the original and fairness to the beauty of the 

English lenguage were somewhat at odds with each other, 

the latter frequently won out. ‘his partially explains why 

the AV is singular in its place of honor in Inglish litera- 

ture, and why the appeal of its rythmical and reverential 

languege has prevailed for centuries. 

Names and Technical Terms 

The second, third, end fourth general instructions 

given to the AV translators stipulate that common and well- 

   



  

  

approved names snd technical terns should be retained. 

Complisnce with these instructions is claimed by the Pre- 

face: 

Lastly, we have on the one side avoided 
the scrupulosity of the Puritans, who leave 
the old Leclesiastical words, and betake them 
to other, as when they put Joon. for Bap- 
tism, end Congrezation instead of Churen: as 
also on the otner side we have shunned the ob- 
scurity of the Papists, in their Azimes, Tunike, 
Kationel, Holocausts, Praepuce, Pascne a 
mumves oF such Like, wnereoft their Late Trans- 
lation is full, and that of purpose to darken 
the sense, that since they must needs trens- 
late the bible, yet by the language thereof, 
it may be kept from being understood. Eut we 
acsire that the Seripture may speak like itself, 
as in the lengusge of Canaan, that 45 mney be 
understood even of the very vulgare 

This they did very well. There is the complaint that the 

AV has insufficient uniformity in the spelling of names, 

such as Jcremlah, Jeremies, and Jeremy, this being confus- 

ing to the untrained reader of the Bible. io doubt, the 

resson why these different spellings were allowed to re- 

mein was because the original manuscripts presented them 

thet wey, end the translators wished to transliterate the 

Nemes letter for letter. The old ecclesiastical terms were 

wisely retained. 

Errors 

In dealing with the exegetical end graumatical aspects   of the work of the AV trenslators, it must be remembered 

thet they did not have the highly developed skills in the 
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original Langusges that scholars have today. For this 

reason, although they did the best possible for that day, 

there will be found errors and slip-ups due largely to an 

incomplete knowledge of Greek gramiar. This shows up es- 

pecially in the treatment of prepositions end verbse 

Lprors with Prepositions 

Prepositions ere important factors of speech, partic-— 

ulerly in theology, end they offer difficult problems for 

the translator. ‘The AV men did not come through with the 

proper solutions to these prepositional problems in a num- 

ber of instances, The following peragraph by Craig mentions 

some of these instences: 

it was in the use of prepositions that the 
King James Version was most misleading. The 
famous "strain at a gnat" (Matthew 23, 24) was 
Simply a misprint for “strain out a gnet," but 
the wisprint was not corrected. In some cases 
the rescer might guess what the passage really 
means. He may recognize that "Make to your- 
selves friends of the mammon of unrighteousness" 
means in fact "by means of the mammon of un- 
righteousness" Thulke 16, 9). when Jesus says, 
“aceinst the day of my burying hath she kept 
this," the meening is "for the dey" (John 12 
7). Other cases are probably too absurd to be 
misleading. Pilate could not possibly have said 
about Jesus, "Nothing worthy of death is done 
unto him" (Luke 25, 15). It must mean "done by 
hin, "as the revisers made it. But the average 
rescer was left totally in the dark when Paul 
was made to write, "I lmnow nothing Dy myself" 
(I Cor. 4, 4). ‘The apostle certainly believed 
that he owed everything to Christ, but what he 

actually wrote here was, "I know nothing susinst 
myself." Among the significent points obscur 

me King Jaues use of prepositions was the 

distinction between source and mediation. In 

the prologue of John they said of the Word, All  



  

  

things were made by him" (1, 3). ‘The Anerican 
revisers properly corrected it to "thro him," 
fhe some chenge was msde in Lf Corinthians 8, 
where Christ is called the nedLafgr rather than 
the absolute source of creatione 

  

ivrors with Verbs 

In connection with the problem of the Greek verb it 

has been noted that the AV in hundreds of instences ren- 

cers the Greck sorist by the inglish perfect and that this 

is almost always incorrect. The difference between "be" 

and “become” is expressed by two different verbs in the 

Greek, but this difference is not registered by the AV 

translation. There are about sixty or seventy cases of 

this,50 

& Few General Errors 

the following paragraph by Professor Craig contains 

a few more instances of erroneous AV translating: 

4ctuel mistranslations are numerous. Paul 
aid not write to the Thessalonians, "Abstain 
from all appearence of evil" (I Thess. 5, 22)e 
He ucant thet they should keep from “eve 
form of evil." iihen the publican (?) was made 
to sey in the parable of Jesus, "I give tithes 
of all that I possess," this ascribed to Jesus 
a misconception of the law of the tithe. It 
was not on property but on renee pa noe 3 
revisers properly wrote, “A a ge ii 
18, 12). in L Timothy 6, 5 the subject was mis- 
taken for the aaa rtentes TWsupposing that gain 
is codliness" had to be corrected to "suppos 
thet godliness is a way of gain.” what Herod 
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did with John the Baptist when he put hin : 
in prison was not te "observe" but "keep him | 
sefe" (lierk 6, 20).°1 | 

  

  4nachronisms 

in the case of Acts 12, 4 the error is one of anach- 

ronisms: 

4nd when he had apprehended him, he put him 
in prison, and delivered him to four quater- 
nions of soldiers to keep him, intending after 
Laster to bring him forth to the people. : 

The Greek word is the one for Passover, and there seems to 

have been no festival in those days called Easter. The RV, 

45V, and HSV render it Passovere 

A similar enachronisu is the one in Luke 15, 8: 

ms Lither what woman having ten pieces of silver, 
if she lose one piece, doth not light a candle, 
and sweep the house, snd seek diligently 
she find it? 

However, in first century Palestine they used lamps and not 

candles, ©” 

Generel Evaluation   
Lest the foregoing citations of shortcomings and errors 

show a lack of appreciation for the magnificent production 

of the AV, it may be stated that the AV, of course, needs no 

apology for its existence--its record speaks for itself. 

What this stenderd and beautiful version of the English Bible 
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has done in the service of the Christian faith is beyond 

human calculution. besides being the Word of God contain- 

ing the Gospel of Christ, its style nas an enchantment and 

chari which will very likely never be duplicated. However, 

it mst be adiuitted that while words of praise could go on 

forever about the AV, still no one would’ clei perfection 

for it. when flaws, smell though they be at times, are dis- 

covered in the trenslating of the Nord of God, they are 

Worth noting end rewedying. ‘The trenslators of the AV then- 

selves would be the lest to claim thet their work left no 

Toom and never would lesve eny room for considerable iprove- 

mente 

Attention must also be called to the fact that the 

ebove instances from the AV generelly contain misleading or 

erroncous eleiicents which were developed in the trenslating 

process, ‘To discuss the inaccurate or misleading elements 

now noticeable in the AV because of the superior original 

menuscripts at our disposal, or to discuss the inconiprehen- 

sible or mislecding elements now present due to the aging 

and changing of the English lenguage, would indeed require 

another long section. 

in general, the AV is a beautiful and scholarly 

translation.
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PART IIs THE KEVISED VERSION 

When the AV first came off the press the Geneva 

Bible and the Bishops! Bible were in general use, the lat- 

ter having been the Church-approved and authorized version 

for some forty ycers. The use of the King James Bible was 

not commended by any royal edict or decree of convocation. 

It gained gredual preference over the other versions on the 

basis of its own merits. Within thirty to fifty years efter 

its first publication it became the generally accepted ver- 

sion for sil of Inglend. During the following yeers re- 

peated efforts were made to introduce new translations, but 

eny goin in accuracy offered by such endeavors was offset 

by the loss in style and tone of the AV, and the Christian 

public did not seriously consider them.°9 Meenwhile the pub- 

lishers of the AY through the generations had seen to it that 

it was tacitly revised from time to time. Obsolete spellings 

were chenged and helps edded here and there. ‘This action 

continued intermittently until 1769 when under the care of 

Dr. Blayney of Oxford it reached its present form. ‘This 

care and the correction of misprints have rendered the AV 

one of the most accurately published books in the world. 54 
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Agitation for Revision 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century sporadic 

egitetions for a new revision began to assert themselves in 

& more serious vein, Individual work was done along these 

lines without imch enduring effect. In 1855 two editions 

of the Bible ap ,esred using paragraph division. One of 

them was produced by the Religious Tract Society and fur- 

nished with corrections of the text and explanatory notes. . 

“Both Bibles were welcomed in The Edinburgh Review (Oct. 

1855) by e writer who took occasion to say that it was high 

time that a new revision was undertaken by suthority under 

® Royal Commission."55 such activity, coupled with occas- 

ional statements by Biblical scholars emphasizing the need 

for a revision, crescendoed into a strong demand for suthor- 

itative and ecumenical action in the matter of revision. 

The increasing number of archaisms, the discoveries of more 

reliable manuscripts, and the noticing of erroneous trans- 

lations were the reasons given for agitation. 

Launching the Project 

In 1870 Dr. Sanvel Wilberforce, Bishop of Winchester, 

. Moved a resolution in the Upper House of Convocation of the 

Province of Canterbury, to the effect that negotiations be 

commenced concerning the feasibility and desirability of 

revising the erroneous passages in the AV New Testament. 
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The Bishop of Llandaff proposed en amendment including the 

Old Testament. It was carried. ‘The Convocation of the 

Frovince of York refused to cooperate saying thet it would 

deplore any recasting of the text of Scripture. ‘The ap- 

pointed committee met in Merch of 1870 snd reported as fol- 

lows: 

fie ‘That it is desirable thet a Revision of 
the Authorized Version of the Holy Scriptures 
be undertaken. If. That the Revision be so 
conducted as to comprise both marginal renderings, 
and such cmendestions as it may be found necessary 
to insert in the text of the Authorized Version. 
Itt. ‘that in the above Kesolutions we do not 
contemplate any new translation of the bible, or 
sny alteration of the language, except where in 
the judgment of the most competent scholers such 
chance is necessary. IV. That in such neces- 
sary chenges, the style of the Lenguege employed 
in the existing Version be closely followed. 
Ve ‘That it is desirable that Convocetion should 
nominate a body of its own Members to undertake 
the work of Revision, who shall be at liberty to 
invite the co-operation of any eminent for schol- 
ership, to whatever nation or religious body they 

may belong.e06 

Principles of Transiation 

A new committee met in May end formed two companies, 

one to revise the 01d Testament end the other the New. The 

principles which they agreed to abide by were the following: 

1. ‘To introduce as few alterations as 

possible into the Text of the Authorised Ver- 

sion consistently with faithfulness. 

@. To limit, as far as possible, the ex- 

pression of such alterations to the language 

of the Authorised and earlier English Versionse 
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Se ikach Company to go twice over the por- 
tion to be revised, once provisionally, the 
sccond time finally, and on principles of vot- 
ing as hereinafter is provided. 

4. ‘That the Text to be adopted be that for 
which the evidence is decidedly preponderat=- 
ing; end thet when the Text so adopted differs 
from thet from which the Authorised Version 
was made, the alteration be indicated in the 
margin. 

Se To make or retain no change in the Text 
on the second finel revision by each Company, 
except two thirds of those present approve of 
the saué, but on the first revision to decide 
by simple majorities. 

6. In every case of proposed alteration 
thet may have given rise to discussion, to de- 
fer the voting thereupon till the next lieet- 
ing, whensoever the same shall be required by 
one third of those present at the lieeting, such 
intended vote to be announced in the notice for 
the next Meeting. 

7. ‘To revise the headings of chapters snd 
peges, peragrayhs, itelics, and punctuation. - 

8. To refer, on the part of each Company, 
when considered desirable, to Divines, Scholars, 
end Literary lien, whether at home or abroad, for 
their opinions, 5? 

Trenslating Personnel 

The trenslating personnel chosen for this revision 

consisted chiefly of Anglicans, but there were also a num- 

ber of Baptists, Congregationalists, Methodists, Presby- 

terians, and Uniteriens--no Roman Catholics. At the outset 

the number of men enlisted was fifty-four, the same as the 
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original number of men assigned to the AV translation. 58 

The New Testament Company originally consisted of the fol- 

lowing: 

From the Convocation Committee: 

Bishop Jilberforce of winchester 
Lishop Ellicott of Gloucester 
Bishop idoberly of Salisbury 
béan bickersteth of Lichfield 
been Alford of Canterbury 
Deon Stanley of Jestminster 
Canon J. ie Blakesley of Canterbury. 

In addition were the following Anglicans: 

The Reve Fe Je Ae Hort of Cambridge 
The Reve Je Ge Humphry, Prebendary of St. Faul's 
the eve be He Kennedy, Canon of Ely 
Dre i. Lec, Archdeacon of Dublin 
br. 3. B. Lightfoot of Caubridge 
De. R. Scott, ilaster of Balliol 
Tne Keve F. H, Serivener, Vicer of St. Gerrans 

De. He GC. Trench, Archbishop of Dublin 
Dr. G. Je Vaughan, Master of the Temple 

be. B. i. icstcott, Canon of Petersborough 

Three Fresbyteriens:s 

bre de Ledie, Professor of Biblical Literature, Glasgow 

Dre fie Milligen, Professor of Divinity, Aberdeen 

De. Ae Koberts, Professor of Humanity, Ste Andrews 

One Baptist: 

tr. J. Angus, Frincipel of Regent's Fark College 

One Congregationalist: . 

The Reve Se Newth, Professor of Glassics, New College 

One Methodist: 

fhe Reve We Fe Moulton, Professor of Classics, Rich- 

mond College 
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One Unitarian: 

Dre Ge Vance Smith, later frincipal of the Presbyter- 
ian College, Carmarthen 

There had been edded by 1881: 

br. Ghas. Wordsworth, Bishop of St. Andrews 
br. GC. ticrivale, Dean of Ely 
The iicv. Le Yalmer, Lrofessor of Latin at Oxford 
Dr. Lavid brown of the Free Church College, Aberdeen 

The Comuittee lost three members by death: Wilberforce, 

Alford, and Ladie; and one by resignation: iierivale.°? 

dunericen Committee 

In 1870 ir. Angus went to America and held a confer- 

ence with so..e American scholsrs for the purpose of invit- 

ing Americen cooperation in the translating project. Fav- 

orable contacts led to the formation of an American Commit- 

tee to work in cooperation with the British Cormittee under 

the saxc general principles and rulese There seems to have 

been no further authority for the forming of the American 

Conuittee taan the invitation and authority of the British 

Comittee. ‘ihe Aserican churches were not consulted, except 

the Protestant l.piscopal Church, anc it refused to act offic- 

iaily in the matter. ‘the selection was made chiefly from 

professors oi Greek and Hebrew, Biblical scholars, and with 

consideration for a fair representation of the leading de- 

Nouinations and theological institutions of the United States. 

There were representatives of the following denominations: 
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Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Baptists, 

Wethodists, Reformed, one Unitarian, one Friend, end one 

Lutheren, The American Couuittec, consisting of thirty mem- 

bers (thirtecon in the New Testament Company), was organized 

in 1871. it went into action in October, 1872, when it re- 

ceived the first revision of the Synoptic Gospels from the 

British Company. 69 

The list of the New Testament Company as furnished by 

Fhilip Scheff, President of the entire committee, is as fol- 

lows: 

Luax-rresident T. b. Woolsey, New Haven, Connecticut 
Professor J. Henry Thayer, Theological Seminary, 

éindover, tiassachusetts 
krofessor Lzra Abbot, Divinity School, Harvard 

University, Cambridge, Massachusctts 
The Rev. J. K. Burr, Trenton, New Jersey 
President Thomas Chase Haverford College, Pennsyl- 

venia 
Chancellor Howard Grospy, New York University 
Professor Tinothy Dwight, Divinity School of Yale 

College, New Haven, Connecticut 
Professor A. G. Kendrick, University of Kochester, 

xochester, New York 
fhe Right Rev. Alfred Lee, Bishop of the Diocese of 

Delaware | 
Professor Matthew Be Riddle, Theological Seminary, ] 

Hartrord, Connecticut 
Professor Philip Sehaff, Union Theological Seminary, 

New York 
Professor Cherles Short, Columbia College, New Yor 
fhe Reve Ee Ae iashburn, Calvary Church, New Yor 

Total Number and quality of the en 

Altogether, counting the british men with the American, 

60. Koberts, Op. Cite, Dpe 165-167. 
61. Philip Schaff, “Introductory Statement," Anglo- 

Americen Bible Revision, pe 12. 
 



  
  

there was a total of 101 scholers who at some time were 

connected with the project. In 1879 there were 52 active 

members in England and 27 in America, making a total then 

of 79 active members,9 

To what extent the men involved were conservatives or 

liberals, both in their theology and their textual criticism, 

is lupossible to ascertain without a tremendous amount of 

research. Simply judging by the general era in which they 

lived and worked as well as the institutions with which they 

were affiliated, it may appear thet there was a fair number 

of liberals among them, All in all, these men were an emi- 

nent group of Biblical scholars, nuwnbering among themselves 

6éven such outstanding men as Westcott, Hort, and Scrivener. 

Meetings of the British Company 

On the 22nd day of dune, 1870, the New Testament Com— 

pany of inglend met in Henry VII's Chapel at Nestminster 

Abbey and cclebrated Holy Communion in preparation for their 

work. Xobinson has an interesting note to sound in this 

connections 

Imasimch as one member, Dr. G. Vance Smith, 
was a Unitarian, and took advantege of the in- 
clusive invitation to be present at the service, 
violent protests wore raised in certain quarters. 
liis very appointment as a Reviser was treated 
by some as an outrage, while his admission to the 
Lord's Table was felt to be an intolerable af- 
front to His Divinity. ‘he hubbub, however, died 
downs gant Dre Vance Smith remained with the Com- 

panye 
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The men begen their first session of work in the Jer- 

usalei Chamber, which remained their usuel place of meeting. 

the New Testanent Company met for four consecutive days a 

month, except during August and September. The average at- 

tendence wos sixteen. ‘hey began work at 11 aem. and con- 

tinued until 6 p.m, taking half an hour out for lunch. 

The members came with their own privately considered sugges- 

tions on the yart of the New Testament that was to be taken 

upe The meetings opened with three collects and the Lord's 

Prayer. ‘Then caue the reading of the minutes, correspon- 

dence, and the work of revision. 

The question of textual emendations was taken up first, 

with Des. Scrivener and Hort presenting the evidence and 

pertinent Loformetion, usually on opposite sides. Then came 

tne discussion of proposed altcrations of renderings. In 

thet connection, where necessary, differences were settled 

by vote. ‘This was conducted according to the fourth princ- 

iple Laid down for the translators, namely, that the text to 

be adopted be that for which the evidence is decidedly pre- 

ponderating, ana the fifth principle, nawely, that of mak- 

ing or retaining no change in the text on the final revision 

unless a two-thirds vote of those present approved ite 

On the first revision such matters were decided by simple 

Majority votese 

The work moved rather slowly. The averege satiount of 

the text covered in one day was about thirty-five verses. 

 



  

  
  

It took ten and one-half years to complete the New Testa- 

ment. It was finished on November Lith, 1860. This event 

wes celebrated by a special service cf thanksgiving in the 

Chureh of st. Martin-in-theFields.64 

the necessary expenses for travelling, printing, 

6tc., wers paid by the University Presses. Tne Work itself 

Was done without componsation. ©5 

icetings of the American Compsnies 

The Anerican Comparten met every month, except July 

end aucust, in the bible House at New York, although there 

waS no Connection wlth the American bible Society in this 

work, obertscn says that the American companies met “at. 

greet personal inconvenience and with prospect of reward," 

end that the “funds for the necessary expenses of travel- 

ling, printing, room-rent, books, and clerical aid were 

cheerfully contributed by liberal donors" who were to receive 

memorisl copies of the first edition when it was finishea.°& 

énglo-Americsan Cooperation 

Cooperation between the English and American Compan- 

ies was accomplished in the following manner. After the 

English revisers had completed a section of the New Testa- 

ment, as for example the Synoptic Gospels, they would send 

their revision to the Anerican revisers, who would draw up 

  

64. Ibid.,; ppe 245-247. 
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&@ list of suggestions and submit them for consideration by 

the British revisers. hen the entire New Testament was 

finished by the English Company, it was to submit it to the 

imerican Compeny end allow the American Company to draw up 

in apsendizx form whatever suggestions the English Company 

hed rejected but the Anericen revisers still thought worthy 

of notation. This is described in the Preface to the Revis- 

ion of 1881: 

Our comaunications with the American Com- 
mittee have been of the following nature. jie 
transmitted to them from time to time each 
several portion of our First Revision, end re- 
ecived from them in return their criticisnus 
end sugecestions. These we considered with much 
cere end attention during the time we were en- 
geged on ovr Second Revision. ie then sent over 
to them the various portions of the Second Ke- 
vision ss they were completed, end received fur- 
ther suggestions, which, like the former, were 
closely end carefully considered. Last of all, 
we forwarded to them the Revised Version in its 
final forms and a list of those passeges in 

which they desire to plece on record their pre- 
ference of other readings and renderings will 
be found at the end of the volume. ile grate- 

fully acknowledge their care, vigilance, end ac- 

curacy; and we humbly pray that their lebours 
and our own, thus happily united, may be permit- 

ted to besr a blessing te both countries, and 
to all English-speaking people throughout the 

worlde 

The Americen revisers were to pledge their support to 

the authorized editions of the University Presses of Eng- 

lend, with “a view to their freest circulation within the 

United States," and they were not to produce a rival edition 
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for a pericd of fourteen years,68 The English and American 

GToups as.car to have worked together with a great deal of 

hermony end «a minimum of partisan spirite 

If one should wonder to what extent the American Com- 

mittee's work influenced and wes accepted by the English 

Committee, he may take note of the following. Bishop Lee,. 

in some of his correspondence captioned "wilmington, Dele, 

4pril 25, 1881," says that in the Epistle to the Hebrews, 

out of 9135 changes made by the American Company, 476 were 

cxactly coincident with those of the English, His estimate 

of the suerican suggestions adopted by the British is:°9 

Cospels eesee5nsvreeee3uaeeseeeeseees 318 

ACtS sp eveevcecvc2exnvevesecec 186 

Lpisties and Khevelation « e e « e e « « e 400 

Total « ee « « « 304 

tngiish Company More Conservative 

The inglish Company was apparently the more conserv- 

ative of the two. Hoberts, who writes in favor of the An- 

ericen suggestions, seys that the special Appendix con- 

taining those renderings which the inglish Company rejected, 

if judged by the Greek text, shows greater fidelity and con- 

sistency than the choices of the Inglish revisers. He says 

that “the revision must be faithful first to the original 

Scriptures, and next to the idiom and vocabulary of the Aue 

thorized Version. Sometimes these two kinds of loyalty come 
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into conflict." He feels that in unimportant or doubtful 

cases the Iinglish revisers allowed their regard for the AV 

usage to overrule their regard for the Greek text. The 

Appendix, therefore, although it is not very long, consis- 

ting of only eight pages in the May 8, 1885 edition by 

Thomas Nelson & Sons, shows a closer adherence to the Greek 

end & greater deperture from old English usage. 

4& specific example of such occasional variance be= 

tween the two committees is the conflict they had over the 

words Hades and hell. The Anericans wanted to restore the 

Gistinction between iaades end Gehenna indicated by the Greek. 

The English revisers, on the other hend, with conservative 

regard for old usage, persistently retained the rendering 

of hell indiscriminately in all cases, until they reached 

the Apocalypse when the Auericen suggestion was adopted. 7? 

Completion ° 

The Revised Version of the New Testament, the result 

of inglo-American cooperetion, was first published in 1881. 

In 1835 the entire Scriptures were published, 

Greek Text 

The problem of the Greek text was the basic one: 

A revision of the Greek text was the neces- 

sary foundation of our work; but it did not fall 

within our province to construct a continuous 
and complete text. In many cases the English 

  

106. Ibid. 3 cf. Pde 192-2066



rendering was considered to represent cor- 
rectly cither of two competing readings in the 
Greek, and then the question of the text was 
usually not raised. A sufficicntly Leborious 
task remained in deciding between the rival 
Claims of various readings which might properly 
effcet the trensletion. . - Textual criticisn, 
a8 applied to the Greek New Testament, forms a 
Special study of much intricacy and difficulty, 
and even now leaves room for considerable var- 
isty of opinion among competent critics. Dif- 
ferent schools of criticism have been represen- 
ted among us, and have together contributed to 
the final result. . e On the first revision, 
in accordence with the fifth rule, the decis- 
ions were arrived at by simple majorities. On 
the second wevision, at which a majority of 
two thirds was required to retain or introduce 
a reading at variance with the reading presumed 
to underlie the Authorised Version, zany read- 
ings previously edopted were brought agein ato 
debate, and either reaffirmed or set aside. 

The imperfections of the Textus Receptus (as mentioned 

under Pert I of this thesis) were evident ond the need for 

revision comuonly recognized. Among the revisers were Dre 

Westcott and Rev. Hort, who were at the tine engaged on an 

independent revision of the Greek text. Their first volume 

was published a few days before the RV New Testament ap- 

peared in English. ‘These men wielded a great influence upon     the New Testament translating group, but they did not control 

it. Furthermore, their influence was counteracted by that 

of Dr. Scrivener, wio usually gave a more conservative es- 

timate of the evidence. 

Years of study have since shown that the text of 

Westcott and Hort was based along the lines of correct theory, 
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despite the fact that it has been in need of occasional 

modification. ije may fecl assured,’ therefore, that the in-=- 

fluence of these men enabled the revisers to sroduce a trans- 

lation far more accurate snd faithful to the sacred authors! 

original ncanings than eny version based on the Textus Ke- 

ceptus could efford.?” since 1611 meny great New Testament 

manuscripts had been discovered and the work of such textual 

Critics as Grlesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, end Tregelles 

was available. Prominent work had been done along textual 

snd philological lines by men like Kennicott, de Kossi, and 

bavidsen, who carefully collated critical material of great 

valuc, in 1844 Tischendorf made his famous find, the Codex 

Sinaiticus. ‘the publication of Tregelles' critical text of 

Hevelation based on many manuscripts in the main libraries 

of Europe, end the publication in 1857 of his Greek New Tes- 

tement, hed contributed much toward improving the Greek text. 

Price makes the statement that "The number of biblical 

scholers was increasing, end the textual material which 

coule be used in Bible study, particularly of the New Testa- 

ment, was multiplying as rapidly as old manuscripts were dug 

out of the old Libraries of Lurope and the monasteries of 

the East."75 rt woulda have been a case of gross cerelessness 

and stupidity on the part of the revisers, if they had ignored 

the advenced Biblical knowledge and important manuscript | 
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finds at their disposal end hed failed to make many im- 

provements upon the AV along the line of general accuracy. 

They did, therefore, produce a version more accurately 

aligned with the first writings of the originals, insofar 

48 this can be scholerly ascertained. Price takes note of 

this: 

The differonces of the Greek text used by 
the revisers from that used by those who pre=- 
pared the King dJames' Version, according to Dre 
Serivener's notes (as cited by Dr. Schaff, GCom- 
panion, pe 419, note) are seen in the case of 
5,788 readings. Only about one in four of 
these makes any material difference in the sub- 
stance of the text. 

Major Textual Problems 

fhe above mention of 5,788 cases of differences in 

the Greek text used by the RV men from the text used by the 

4V men sounds rather tremendous, but most of the differences 

ere minute. In reality the revisers handled the cases rather 

conservatively. ‘the following examples show what they did 

with some disputable passages of major interest to theolo- 

glans and conservative Bible readers todaye 

In the case of the possibly spurious ending to the 

Gospel of lierk, ch. 16, vs. 9-20, the RV retained the pas- 

Sage In the regular text of the translation. A mserginal 

note was attached which reads "The two oldest Greek manu- 

Scripts, and some other suthorities, omit from vere 9 to 
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the end. Some other authorities have a different ending 

to the Gospel." The ASV of 1901 likewise retained this pas- 

Soge In the regular text with the same marginal note. ‘The 

RSV of 1946, however, renders it in the form of a footnote 

with tie initial expression: "Some texts and versions 

ada as 16. 9-20 the following passege:" The RV, therefore, 

treated the matter from e conservative vlewpointe 

gohn 7, 55 to &, 11 is a similer problem. The RV 

decided to retain the passege in the regular text. A mare 

ginal reference said: "liost of the ancicnt authorities 

omit John vii, 5S5--vili.e 11. Those which contein:it vary 

much from each other." ‘The marginal reference shows that 

although the revisers recognized a tremendous smount of 

textuel criticism egeinst the genuineness of the passage, 

they still decided to abide by the precedent of the AV, and 

include the passage in the reguler text. The ASV does the 

same, The RSV footnotes the passage with the captions 

"Kost of the ancient authoritics either omit -7. 55--8. ll, 

or insert it, with variations of the text, here or at the 

end of this gospel or after Luke 21. 38." 

In Matthew G, 15, where the AV reeds: 

énd lead us not into temptation, but de- 
liver us from evil: For thine is the kingdom, 
and the power, and the glory, for ever. Amen. 

the kV renders: 

ind bring us not into temptation, but de=- 

liver us from the evil ones 

with the marginal note: "“iany authorities, some ancient,



  

  

  

but with variations, add, For thine is the kingdom end the 

power ond the glory, for cver. Amen. ‘he ASV is the same 

on this point. The HSV is almost the seme, reading: 

4nd lead us not into tenptation, 
But deliver us from evil.?! 

John 5, 5-4 is given thus in the AV: 

In these lay a great multitude of impotent 
folk, of blind, nalt, withered, waiting for 
the moving of the water. For en angel went 
Gown at a certain season into the pool, and 
troubled the water: whosoever then first after 
the troubling of the water stepped in was made 
whole of whatsoever disease he had. 

Of this passage the RV retains only: 

In these lay a multitude of them that were 
Sick, blind, halt, withered. 

The reusinder is relegated to the margin with the leading 

rewerk: “lieny ancient authorities insert, wholly or in 

part," etc. The ASV does likewise. The RSV makes the same 

omission without any marginal or footnote reference. 

Acts 8, 57 reads in the AVs 

fnd Philip said, If thou believest with 
ali thine heert, thou mayest. And he answered 
and said, I believe that Jesus Christ is the 
Son of Gode 

The RV places the entire verse in the margin with the note: 

"Some ancient authorities insert, wholly or in part, vere 

37." The ASV does the seme. The KSV follows suite 

The AV expresses I John 5, 7-8 as follows: 

For there are three that bear record in 

heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy 

Ghost: snd these three are one. And there are
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three that bear witness in earth, the spirit, 
énd the water, and the bloods: and these three 
egree in one. 

The HV retains onlys 

Kor there are three who bear witness, 
the Spirit, and the water, and the bloods 
end the three agree in one. 

No marginal note is added. ‘The ASV reads the same. ‘The 

RSV makes the same omission, readings 

There are three witnesses, the Spirit, the 
watex, and the blood; end these three agree. 

The above textual problems present themselves again 

in the study of the KSV and most of them are discussed in 

much greeter detail under Part IV of this thesis. besides. 

these major probleus, there are a dozen or so minor cases 

where individual verses were omitted, chiefly from the Gos- 

pels, in the KV. However, in almost every instance this 

latter type of omission is one which entails no loss what- 

ever to the liew Testament, since the identicel or nearly 

identical verse is retained in another Gospel, usually in we 

a parallel account. There is a listing of these instances 

under Part IV of this thesis. ‘The similer treatment of 

these passages later by the ASV and RSV testify to the 

fairly sound textual criticism of the RV men, provided gen- - 

eral scholarly agreement over a period of sixty years of 

careful textual study counts for anythinge 

Slight Textual Changes 

The above exanples consist of passages considered  



   

AV: 
. RVs 

ASVs 
RSVs 

AV: 
RVs 

ASV: 
RSV: 

AVs 

RVs 
ASV: 
RSVs 

AVs 
RVs 

ASV: 
RSVs 

AV: 
RVs 

ASV: 
RSV: 

for omission or retention. 

are Cases of changes within a psssagé.e 

The following few instances 

The ASV and SV 

‘Peedings are brought in to afford comparison, while the AV 

6nd KV resdings are underlined since they are the two ver-=- 

Sions under discussion, 

ilatthew 19, 17s 

iN 

RVs 
ASVs3 
RSVs 

fnd he seid unto him, thou 
4nd he ‘said unto hin, 
fnd he said unto hin, 
4nd he seid to hin, 

Why callest 
why askest 
why askest thou me 

“Why do you ask me 

  a [sl
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good? there is none food 
that which is good? ne re is w s 

a 
concerning that which Is good? One there is who is 

about what is good? One there is who is 

concerninz 
  

but one, that is God: but if thou wilt enter 
  

    
goods Sa but if thou woulaest enter 
goods Dut if thou wouldest enter 
Geode If you would enter 

into life, keep the commandments. 
  

    
      

auto Lite, keep the commendments. 
fate Tire, keep the commanamentse 

life, keep the commandments. 

liark 5S, 29: 

AV; But he that oats blas inst oe Hol; 
RV: but whosoever shall blaspneme come seeinet tha Huy 

ASV: ‘but whosoever shall ST eaehene eainst the Holy 
RSV: but whoever blasphemes ageinst the Holy 

Ghost hsth never forgiveness, but is in danger of 
Spirit hata never forgiveness, but is ty or 

guilty oF Spirits hatn never forgiveness, but is 
guilty of Spirit never has forgiveness, but is 

eternal damation: 
sn stern sins: 
an cternal sins 
an eternal sin,"   

 



Acts 18, 5: 

AV: And when Silas and Timotheus were cone 
  

  

      

aV: But when Silas ond Timothy came down 
45V2 but when Siles ond Timothy came down 
RSV: when Silas end Timothy arrived 

AV: from iecedonia, Paul was pressed in ue spirit 
KV: from Wacedonia, raul was constrained pe Ene wor 

ASV: Frou waccdonia, Paul was Constrainea by the word, 
RSV: from isacedonia, Paul was occupied with preaching, 

    

    

AV; and testified to the Jews that Jesus was Christ. 
RVs ‘testifying to the Jews that Jesus was the Christ. 

ASV: testifying to the Jews that Jesus was the Christ. 
RSV: testifying to the Jews thet the Christ was Jesuse 

Romens 5, is 

  

  

    

4N:s Therefore being justified by faith, 
RVs being therefore justiticd pe fa 2 

ASV: being thererore justitiea by faith, 
HSV: Therefore, since we are justified by faith, 

Avs we have pesce with God through our Lord Jesus Christ: 
RVs let us Have peace Witn God through our Lord Jesus st; 

&SVs wé have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ; 
RSV ue have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ. 

In this lest passage the ASV and KSV mention the let us have 

a8 & possibility. ‘They do this by means of a footnote. 

General Conservative Bent 

Ons may notice the occasional liberal-conservative tug 

in some of the sbove instances of KV translation, especially 

when one compares the ASV end KSV translations with them. 

It is rather evident (at least from the above cases), es-   
pecially in comparison with the RSV of 1946, that the KV fol- 

' lowed a fairly conservative bent in its dealings with such 

textual probleus. If one should wish to use the Sixteenth 

Edition of Nestle's Greek Testament as any sort of criterion, 

    



  

it would be noticed that in practically every one of the 

above cases, botn of omission and alteration, the rendering 

of the passages in the KV is in harmony with end closely 

substantisted by the Nestle!'s Texte /5 

Literalistic Translation 

Robinson states that, although the ethics of trans- 

leting are a very complicated matter, there are generally 

Speaking two ideals, corressonding to the chsracteristic 

tendencics of Oxford and Cambridge Universities. "The Ox- 

ford mcthod aims et conveying the sense of the originel in 

free idioustic English without too much regard to the pre= 

Cise wording of the former." In contrast he presents the 

Cambridge ucthod whieh is “to pay meticulous attention to 

verbal accuracy, to translate as literally eas is possible 

without positive violence to English usege, or positive mis—- 

representstion of the author's meaning, and to leave it to 

the reader to discern the sense as weil as he can from the 

context.” 76 

  

75. The Nestle's Text referred to 1s based on the great 

textual cditious of jestcott and Hort, Tischendorf, and 

ieiss, rather then on the "cheap editions of the so-called 
fextus Receptus, which goes back to Erasmus." Nestle's 
fext strives principally to represent the agreement of these 
scientific editions. Differences of judgment brought in by 
the appyesreance of Hermann von Soden's text (1915) are ack- 

nowledged in the Sixteenth Edition of the Nestle's Text, 

but "The criticism, which von Soden's restoration of the 
text had undergone, did not make it appear necessary to al- 

low it then to give its Ce ee ee ree Cee arate 

thus to chense our text according1lye ° i = 
ment, Newly Revised by br. Erwin Nestle, sixteenth Edition, 
Ppe 4-7~ 
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The Cembridge school of thought, that of literalism, 

prevailed among the RV men. It will be remembered that the 

ay translators hed indulged in much verbal variety concern- 

ing identicel originals in their worke Such free use of 

mMeny synonyms for one original Greek word, chiefly for the 

Sake of style, renders en English concordance of the Bible 

highly wisleeding, unless the user is ayvere of this charac- 

ter of the AV translation. Even then it becomes a difficult 

matter to trace the usege of individuel words when there is 

én wnwarranted number of synonyms in Inglish for a single 

expression in Greek. This factor the RV men set out to over= 

come by crenter conformity to the original expressions, and 

they indeed found their task of thus re-working the AV quite 

& complex onc. ‘Their complaint in the Preface iss 

The frequent inconsistencies in the Auth- 
orised Version have caused us much embarrassment 
from the fact already referred to, namely, that 
a studied veriety of rendering, even in the same 
chapter and context, was a kind of principle 
with our predecessors, end was defended by, jnem 

grounds that heve been mentioned abovee 

In their effort to follow the Greek text the RV men 

produced e work which is more faithful to the original than | 

the AV, but their trenslation is rather literalistic end has 

lost wach of the besuty and force of the AV. Their work 

was "strong in Greek, weak in English. "78 

  

77. Preface to the New Testament, Revised AeD. 1881, 

78. iuther A. iieigle, "The Revision of the English 
‘Bible, 4n Introduction to the Revised Standard Version 

of the New Testament, pe 12, quoted from es H, Spurgeon. 
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liinor Improvements 

The KV translators followed their instructions to 

introduce as few alterations as possible into the AV text 

"consistently with faithfulness," as stated in the first 

principle agreed ugon for guiding their work. ‘They also 

followed the instruction given in the second principle, - 

namely, that of Limiting the expression of such chenges 

to the lengusge of the AV and earlier English versionse 

They claim in the Preface, and it is evidently true, that 

they never removed any archaism unless they were convinced 

that the expression es it stood in the AV was generally 

wisunderstood or misleading. In the cases where new words 

hed to be introduced, they claim to have chosen words which 

were to be found in writings of the best authors of the per- 

lod to which they belong. "The frequent inversions of the   
strict order of the words, which add much to the strength 

énd veriety of the Authorized Version, and give an archaic 

colour to meny felicities of diction, have been seldom mod- 

ifiea,"79 ' “ 

The RV men were advised in their seventh instruction 

to revise the hesdings of chapters end pages, paragraphs, 

italics, snd punctuations. It was the only rule that they 

admittedly found themselves unable to observe in its en- 

tirety. ‘They failed to revise the headings of chapters and 
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pages on the grounds that it required too much individual 

interpretation of the subject matter. They did, however, 

arrange the text in paregrayhs according to the precedent 

of the carliest English versions, "so as to assist the gen- 

eral reader in following the current of narrative or argu- 

ment," 

the inside mergins. 

where 

same w 

The nusbers of chapters and verses were placed on 

Graiumar and punctuation were improved 

necessary. They left the titles of the books in the 

ording as expressed in the AV printing of 1611.90 

Attitude of the Revisers 

The Preface concludes with the following thoughts: 

iG now conclude, humbly commending our labours 
te Almighty God, sand preying that his favour and 
blessing may be vouchsefed to that which has been 
Gone in his name. we recognised from the first 
the resyonsibility of the undertaking; and through 
our menifold experience of its abounding diffi- 
cultics we have felt more and more, as we went on-. 
ward, thst such a worl cen never be accomplished 
by orgenised efforts of scholarship end criticism, 
unless assisted by Divine helpe e e « 

Thus in the review of the work which we have 
been permitted to complete, our closing words 
must be words of mingled thanksgiving, humility, 
and prayer. Of thonksgiving, for the many bless- 

ings vouchsafed to us throughout the unbroken pro- 
gress of our corporate labours; of humility, for 

our feilings and imperfections in the fulfilment 
of our task; end of prayer to Almighty God, that 
the Gospel of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ 
may be more clearly and niore freshly shewg, forth 
to all who shall be readers of this Booke 
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Comparison of AV and RV Language 

The following two selections will ensble one to com- 

pare the gencrai tone of language between the RV end the AV. 

The ordinsry eye or ear will find the lenguage of the two 

Wite similer. the first selection is i Corinthians 135, 

i=" 

4V: Though I speek with the tongues of men and of 
RVs if £ speak with the tongues of men end of 

angels, snd have not charity, I am become as sounding brass, 
engels, but have not love, I am become sounding brass, 

or a tinkling cymbal. nd though I have the gift of proph- 
or & Clanging cymbel. And if I have the gift of proph- 

ecy, and understand all mysteries, and ell Ilmowledge; and 
ecy, and know all mysteries and all kmowledge; and 

though I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, 
if Ihave all felth, so. as to remove mountains, 

and have not charity, L am nothing. And though I bestow all 
but have not love, I sam nothing. 4nd if I bestow all 

wy goods to feed the poor, and though I give my body to be iy goods to feed the poor, and if I give my body to be 

burned, and havc not charity, it profiteth me nothing. 
burned, but have not love, it profiteth me nothing. 

Charity suffercth long, and is kind; charity enviety not; 
Love suffereth long, and is kind; love envieth not; 

charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, Doth not be- 
love veunteth not itself, is not puffed up, doth not be- 

have itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily 
have itself unseemly, seeketh not its own, is not. 

provoked, thinketh no evil; Rejoiceth not in in- 

provoked, taketh not account of evil; rejoiceth not in un- 

iquity, but rejoiceth in the truth; Beareth all 
righteousness, but rejoiceth with the truth; beareth all



things, believeth ell things, hopeth all things, endureth 
things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endure th 

all things. 

ell things. 

The second selection is IL Peter 3, 8-10: 

AV: But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one thing, 
RV; Lut forget not this one thing, beloved, 

that one dey is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a 
that one day is with the Lord as a thoussnd years, and a 

thousend years as one day. ‘The Lord is not slack concerning 
thousend years as one day. ‘The Lord is not slack concerning 

his promise, as some men count slacimess; but is longsuffer- 
his promise, as some count slackness; but is longsuffer- 

ing to usweard, not willing that any should perish, but 
ing to you-ward, not wishing thet any should perish, but 

that all should come to repentance. But the day of the Lord 
that ell should come to repentance. Eut the day of the Lord 

will come as a thief in the night; in the which the heavens 
will come as a thief 3 in the which the heavens   
shall pass avay with a great noise, and the elements shall 
shall pass avay with a great, noise, and the elements shall 

melt with fervent heat, the earth also and the 
be dissolved with fervent heat, and the earth end the 

works that are therein shall be burned upe 
works that ere therein shall be burned upe 

Gencral Evaluation 

The opinion is universal that the RV is inferior to 

the AV in dignity and beauty of language. As a work of 

exact scholarship, however, it is an improvement on the AV. 82 

Although the AV is used in some churches, it has never even 

approached the point of displacing the long-enduring AV 

  

82. Davis, Op. Cit., pe 805-6   i 
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with its deep personal associations and general connections 

with religious publications, liturgies, and theological 

Litereture.



PART IIIs AWERICAN STANDARD VERSION 

Soon efter the publication of the RV in 1885, the 

Fnglish Committee of the Anglo-American project disbanded. 

The 4merican Committee, however, remained organized, 

chiefly in the hope that their Appendix of suggestions re- 

jected by the Fnglish Committee would be reconsidered and 

Gradually incorporated into the texte This is explained 

in the Freface to the émerican editions 

There still remained the possibility that 
the British Revisers, or the University 
Fresses, might eventually adopt in the Eng- 
lish editions many, or the most, of the suer- 
ican preferences, in case these should receive 
the approval of scholars and the general pub- , 
lic. but soon after the close of their work 
in 1885 the English Revision Companies dis- 
banded; sand there has been no indication of an 
intention on the part of the Presses to amal- 
gematc the readings of the Appendix, cither 
wholly or_jin part, with the text of the English 
editions. 

Auerican Committee's Action 

The Auerican revisers had not been able to compile 

their Appendix until after the entire Anglo-American revis- 

ion hed been completed. Such a compilation would require 

much cereful consideration of points which had been deeply 

involved in previous discussions. Meanwhile the British 

public had become impatient over their fifteen-year wait 

for the new version. The University Presses in turn were 

  

83. Prefsce to the American Edition, prefacing the Old 

Testament section of tho americen Stendard Version of the 

Bible, A.D. 1901, pe iiie 
   



insisting on a proupt submission of the Appendix by the 

4nericen Committee. The Appendix, therefore, had been "pre=- 

bered under such pressure and in such hast," that its con= 

pilers fclt that the task had not been aptly performed and 

hoped for chances to improve their work, &4 They not only 

maintained their identity as a revision committee, but they 

Continued contributing their united efforts toward such a 

geal. 

Their hends were tied, of course, for fourteen yeers 

efter 1885, because of their former agreement with the Brit- 

ish Committee that during those yeers no publication would 

be made by the Americans which might rival the RV. Later, 

from 1897 to 1901, they engaged in resl carnest work, re- 

vising their Appendix end incorporating its alterations in- 

to the text of the KV. They also felt free to make any 

other changes which they sew fit to adopt. Their claim was 

thet "the judgment of scholers, both in Great Britain and 

in the United States, has so far apsrovead the American pre=- 

ferences that it now seems to be expedient to issue en edi- 

tion of the Hevised Version with those preferences embodied 

in the text, "85 

Close Similarity of ASV with RV 

The Preface placed before the New Testament section 

of the ASV states that "in formal particulars, this new 

  

84. iIbid., Pe lii. 

85. Tbide, pe ili.   
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edition will show but Slight end infrequent deviations from 

its predecessor."86 he assy end RV are quite similar, the™ 

former being en Auerican recension of the latter. For all 

prectical purposes then, the opinions and evaluations given 

Concerning the RV in the preceding part of this thesis apply 

to the ASV as well. There are a few additional considera- 

tions, 

Differences Between ASV and RV 

Two of the most obvious differences of the ASV from 

the KV are the addition of references to perallel and illus- 

trative Biblical pessages and the inclusion of headings to 

indicate the contents of the pages. ‘There is a trimming 

down of the number of marginal references conteined in the 

RV so that there src far less of them in the ASV. Some of 

the chief? improvexents of the ASV over the RV are the fur- 

ther elimination of archaisms of expression and spelling 

Still -ctained in the KV, and the substitution of more Am 

erican words in the place of those restricted to Anglicen 

usage. in deaiing with these matters of languege, however, 

the Awerican revisers claim to have "endeavored to act with 

becoming deference and reservee" In the process of elimin- 

ating some of the archaisms they claim that they “have not 

forgotten that they were dealing with a venerable monument 

  

86. Preface to the American Fdition, prefacing the New 
Testament Section of the American Standerd Version of the 

Bible, diele 1900, Be ive
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of English usage, end have been csref‘ul not to obliterate 
the traces of its historic origin and descent.®7 

In referring to the Appendix which is subtitled: 

"List of Readings end Renderings which appear in the Re- 

vised New Testament of 1881 in place of those preferred by 

the Americen New Testament Kevision Company," we find first 

4 Cataloy of the various types of passages which are con- 

tained therein, A brief resume of this catalog wild afford 

& survey of the extent of alteration effected by the ASV 

over the KV. ‘This resume takes in the following items:98 

the ASV omits the caption of Saint in the titles and 

headings of peges of the Gospels. It also omits the Apostle 

in the titles of the Epistles, with some exceptions, howevere 

the ASV prefers Holy Spirit to the Holy Ghost of the RV. 
The preposition through is preferred to the preposition by 

in the rendering of passages referring to prophecy, Cee», 

liatthew 2, S: 

ind they said unto him, In Bethlehem of Judea: 
for thus it is written through the prophet. 

The ASV prefers the expression try or meke trial of 

to the tempt of the AV, at least in cases where no wrong- 

doing 1s implied in the passage. Matthew 4, 7 is only one 

of the instances: 

87. ibid. ie iveve 

88. ‘The reine following resume is based on the catalog 
Contained in the Appendix of the New Testazent, American 
Standard Version, fieDe 1900, ppe 285-2386~4 

  
 



poem 

Jesus said unto him, Again it is written, Thou 
shelt not make trial of the Lord thy God.59 

the following list of some of the aged expressions re- 

teined in the RV put changed in the ASV gives an indication 

of the reduction oi archaisms effected: 

RV ASV 

aforetime once 
aluay always 

an hungred hungry 
drave drove 
for to to 
nale drag 

holpen given help to 
Lace load 
Listed would 
plait plat 
quick Living 
shew show 
judgement judgment 
trode trod 
twain two 
uhether _ which 
aist lnew 
Wot know 

The ASV renders penny instead of farthing in Matthew 

10, 29, iuke 12, G, and other places. while the RV has 

used Master in connection with Christ, and in other places, 

where the original indicated Teacher, the ASV follows the 

original more strictly, eege, Matthew 10, 243 

RV: A disciple is not ebove his master, nor a 

ASV: A disciple is not above his teacher, nor a 

servant above his lorde 
servant above his lorde 

  

89. It is interesting to note that in this passsge the 

modern KSV reverts to the old KV use of yoo instead of 
this rather stilted rendering of the ASV. 

   



The catalog of which the above is the chief content 

ends with the stetement: "Sundry other slight differences 

occur, particularly in spelling and in minor deteils of 

phraseology. ‘These need not be recorded heres A few ad- 

ditional ones which a resder may detect are obviously de= 

Signed to preserve either uniformity or precision of render- 

ing. ft 

Comparison of KV and ASV Language 

fhe followin, selection will serve to indicate what 
type of differences occasionally exist between the RV end 

ASV texts and also to show how in general the type and style 

are of the saus wold. It is I Corinthians 15, 29 and 54: 

RV: Else what shall they do which are baptized for 
ASV: Lise what shall they do that are baptized for 

the dead? if the dead are not raised at all, why then are 
the dead? If the desd are not raised at all, why then are 

they baptized for them? why do we also stend in jeopardy 
they baptized for them? why do we also stand in jeopardy 

every hour? I protest by that glorying in you, brethren, 

every hour? I protest by that glorying in you, brethren, 

which I have in Christ Jesus our Lord, I die daily. If af- 
woich I have in Christ Jesus our Lord, I die daily. If af=- 

what ter the manner of men I fought with beasts at Ephesus, shee 
ter the manner of wen I fought with beasts at Ephesus, 

doth it profit me? If the dead are not raised, let us eat 

doth it profit mei If the dead are not raised, let us eat 

and drink, for to-morrow we die. Be not deceived: Evil . 

and drink, for to-morrow we Glee Be not deceived: Evil 
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Company doth Corrupt good manners, Awake up righteously, 
Compenionships corrupt good moralse Awake to soberness 

: end sin not; for some have no knowledge of God: righteously, and sin not; for some have no knowledge of God: 

I speak this to move you to shame. 
I speak this to move you to shame. 

General Evaluation 

the ASV was, then, wore than a mere incorporation of 

the old Appendix into the text of the RV. The Committee 

used full freedom in meking the changes they deemed neces- 
Sery. However, aside from the arrangements of headings and 

other obvious alterations, plus the elimination of some 

archaisms, it does not differ so very much from the RV. Like 

the RV it is an overly literalistic translations 

Completion 

this Auericsan recension of the RV was published Aug- 

ust 26, 1901 (both Testaments) by Thomas Nelson & Sons, New 
York City, as the Standard American Edition of the Revised 

Version authorized by the Anerican Committee of Revision. 2? 

the 4SV was presentcd to the Bible-reading world in the 

spirit described by its Preface: 

The present volume, it is believed, will on 
the one hand bring a plain reader more closely 
into contact with the exact thought of the sacred 
writers than any version now current in Christen- 
dom, anc on the other hand prove itself especially 
serviccable to students of the Word. In this be- 
lief the editors bid it anew God-speed, and in .- 

Selucnt Ss Semeneensweumeee 

90. Price, Op. Cite, De S04. 
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the realization of this desired result y 
will find their all-sufficient reward. 

Reception of the ASV 

dhen Price wrote at the turn of the century he mede 

the stateuent thet “This Awerieen Revised Version has 

achieved an ever-increasing popularity since its appearance 

five years ago (1901)." He says that it was adopted by the 

fuwericen Bible Society and that the demand for it hed been 

60 constant thet it was issued by the publishers who own 

the copyright in one hundred different stylese9” 

AS we look back over the scene we notice that this ini- 

tlal enthusiasm of the Awericen public for the ASV did not 

maintain es great e« fervor as Price thought it would. The AV 

is still the imglish Bible. On the other hand, the ASV has 

been widely purchesed end is probably being used by many more 

Christian leymen and clergymen, also for public worship, then 

is generally notede Goodspeed in 1935 wrote that "as a mat- 

ter of fact the English Revised Bible of 1881-85 has, we 

are told, actually displaced the King James in the use of 

Centerbury Cathedrel end westminster Abbey." He also states 

thet "In the Protestent Episcopal Church in America Canon 45 

provides thet the lessons et the morning and evening service 

shall be read in the King James Bible ('which is the stan- 

dard Bible of this church’), or in the Revised Version, or 

Sees eereensersee mens cane 

91. Preface to the American Edition, prefacing the New 
Testanent section of the American standard Version of the 
Bible, A.D. 1900, pe Ve 

92. Price, Op. Cite, De 5056  



in the Americen Stendard Version."®5 tnat fairly well tells 

the story elso concerning most of the larger Protestant 

bodics, nemely, that the AV is still the standard Bible, 

but the RV end esuecially the ASV ere allowed and used oc= 

Casionally by many end frequently by somee 

  

  

95-2 Gocdspeed, Op. Cite, De Ge 
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PART IV: REVISED STANDARD VERSION 

In 1928 Thomas Nelson & Sons transferred their copy- 

right of the ASV to the International Council of Religious 

Hduestion, with which the educational bosrds of forty-four 

of the wejor Protestant bodies of the United States and Can- 

éde arc associated. The I.0.ReEe appointed a committee of 

fifteen scholers to be in charge of the text and authorized 

the coummittce to undertoke further revision if it was con- 

Sidered necessary, In view of the shortcomings of the ASV, 

chiefly the over literal type of translation, snd because of 

the additional menuseript and papyri finds, and the better 

understanding of the Greek of the New Testament, these men 

begen © process of study end revision.e®* Their general 

reasons for entering upon this new revision are fairly well 

sumed up» in one paragraph of the preface to the New Testament 

of 1946: 

Let it be said here simply that all of the 
ressons which led to the demand for revision of 
the King Jemes Version one hundred years ego are 
still valid, end are even more cogent now then 
then. 4nd we cannet be content with the Versions 
of 1881 and 1901 for two main reasons. One is 
that these are mechsnically exact, literal, word- 
for-word trenslations, which follow the order of 
the Greek words, so far as this is possible, 
rather then the order which is natural to English; 

they are wore accurate then the King James Vers- 
ion, but have lost some of its beauty end power 
as Inglish literature. ‘The second reason is that 

the discovery of a few more ancient manuscripts 

  

  

94. we iitussell Bowie, "The New Testament, A New Trans- 
lation," The Atlentic ionthly, August, 1946, Vole 178, Noe 
2, De 125. 
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of the New Testament and of a great body of 
Greek papyri dealing with the everyday affairs: 
of life in the early centuries of the Christian 
era, has furnished scholars with new resources, 
both for seeking, to recover the original text of 
the Greek New gestament and for understanding 
its Llancunge e? A 

The study snd work which was begun by the committee, how= 

ever, was of short duration and was suspended entirely in 

1952 because of leclzt of unde? 

Principles of Translation 

in 1957 the necessary budget was provided and the 

work of revision was commenced once more. A definition of 

the task end the general instructions of the I.C.ReE. to 

guide the translators are quoted by Luther Weigle, member 

of the trensleting committee: 

“There is need for a version which embodies 
the best results of modern scholarship es to 
the meaning in English diction which is de- 
Signed for use in public end private worship 
end preserves those gualities which have given 
to the King James Version a supreme place in 
English literature. ie, therefore, define the 
task of the Americen Stendard Bible Committee 
to be thet of revision of the present American 
Standard bible in the light of the results of 
modern scholarship, this revision to be de- 
signed for use in public and private worship, 
and to be in the direction of the simple, 
Clessic Inglish style of the King James Ver- 
sion," 

It is further brought out by deigle, in connection with the 

  

95. Preisce to the New Testament, Revised Standard Ver- 
sion, bee I» Bpe V-Vie 

96. Bowie, Ope Gite, De 125. . 
97. Luther A. Weigle, “The Revision of the English Bible, 

4n Introduction to the Revised Standard Version of the New 
Lfestament, op. Lle
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charter of the committee, that the charter contains the pro- 
vision that "to77 changes in the text shall be agreed upon 

by two-thirds vote of the total membership of the Conmmit- 
teet--a nore conservative rule than had governed revision 
hitherto, which required only a two-thirds vote of members 
present, "98 

Personnel 

The committee for revision was divided into sections, 

‘one for the New testament and one for the Olde iIn a sep- 

srately published brochure containing articles by the mem- 

bers of the Ney Testanent section, there is a list of thirty 

men who were or ere working as translators on the project. 

Eleven of these men are listed as being on the New Testament 

Section, two of then on both the New Testament and the 01d 

Testanent scctions, and seventeen of them on the Old Testa- { : 

ment section.?9 with the Bible committee there has been d 

associated an advisory board!00 consisting usually of men 
who arc representatives of the denominations affiliated with 

the I.C.H.E. This board was set up to act in an advisory 

Capacity only, to render opinions, and to give suggestions 

when these are solicitea.l? 
SS 

98. bia pe 10-11 
99. An Tatroduction to the Revised Standard Version of 

the New Téstan De 6-7 
estaucnt, Pde “one item on the Advisory Board 100 ibid. 71-72 

list reads: byt souk tutheran Synod: Dre George V. Schick, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Hoe" 
101. weigie, Op. Cit., De 1Se 

 



  

The chairman of the whole Bible committee, both sec- 

tions, has been Dean Iuther Ae deigle of Yele Divinity 

. School, ‘The secretary was James Moffatt until his death in 

1944. when Bowie wrote nis erticle for the Atlentic ion- 

thly, describing the men and the procedure of working on 

the revision project, he listed nine men as being active in 

this revision of the New Testament. These nine men are lis- 

ted below with « fact or two concerning their religious 

background snd major educational interest, besides the men- 

tion of only one ov two of their works. One must remember 

that the fields of endeavor and experience of these men, as 

well as the total sum of their written works, go far beyond 

the tiny sampling here furnished chiefly by way of identify- 

ing the men. lor cxaugle, Goodspeed has become the author 

of perheps fifty or more books, while only four which seem 

to be pertinent to the field of New Testament translation are 

herein mentioned. ‘The brief descriptive notes added concern= 

ing the activity of the men in the actual translating are 

those of Howie in his aforementioned articles/°” 

WEIGLE, College professor, born 1880. 
Luther A, Deen of Yale Divinity School since 1928. 

Ordained in Lutheran ministry, 1905. 
Director of Congregational Educational Society, 

1917-1936. 
President of the Federal Council of Churches of 

Christ, 1940-1942. 
Seems erences tote eee 

102, The sprinkling of facts related to these men are 
taken from Who's dho in America, Vole 24, 1946-1947, with 
the exception or the deceased Noffatt, whose achievements   
are listed in Vol. 23, 1944-1945. ‘he personal notes men- 

tioned by Kowle concerning these men are taken from Op. 

ppe 124-125. 
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CADBURY, 
Henry J, 

GOODSPEED 2 
Edger J, 

OFFAT? , 
Janos 

exchon of: Jesus and the Educational Method, 
9596 

("round-faced, hearty, end geniel, endowed with what scemed to be an inexhaustible and unflag- Sing cnergy. . . Dead in earnest, he transmitted his sense of compelling responsibility to all the others,") 

Educator, born 1883. (Pacifiste) 
Hollis Professor of Divinity at Hervard Divinity 

school since 1934, 
Yvortessor of New Testament Interpretation for a 

number of years. 
Chairmen of the Anericen Friends Service Con- 

mission since 1944, 
‘uthor of: Zhe Style end Literary Method of Luke 

1919, end the Peril of Moderniz Jesus, 1957s 
(". e » a scholer or the most taslacabie patience, 
never content to let eny decision be reached un-= 
til every imaginable point of doubt as to the ex- 
act text to be preferred among variant manuscripts 
on the exact shade of meaning to be attributed 
to each Greel word or phrase had been pursued to 
the ultimate. . . to his placid maker resolution 
may be attributed the fact that nothing the com- 
meee nS did was casual or careless or in 
haste,' 

University professor, born 187}. (Baptist.) 
frofcssor emeritus of Chicago University. 
Jorked in the field of Biblical and patristic 

Greck. 
Lecturer in Biblical eee Gai 
futhor of: Greek Pa om the Ua 

1902, Greork set woxts in America, ica, 1918, 
the New Testament, An American Translation 
1923, Froblems of New Westament Translation, 
19456 

(". . « & scholar of wide learning end confident 
Mastery, a ready fighter in linguistic battles, 
with a razor-Like incisiveness of thought and 
speech, an aroused and formidable protagonist 
for a particular view, especially when this fell 
within the area of evidence drawn from the re- 
cently discovered papyri, to which he attached 
imuense importence,") 

Yrofessor of Church History, born 1484. 
Minister of United Free Church of Scotlend, 1896—- 

1912, 
Professor at Union Theological Seminarye 
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éuthor of: Introduction to Literature of the 
New Sestauent, L9LL, Approach to Hew 
estanent, 1921, Trenslation of the Now 

_ jfestement, 1922, 
("Gall end frail and soft-spoken he embodied al- 
ways on Old world courtesy. Some tines in the 
discussion of a suggested trenslation he would 
urge his own Long-considered judgment with eni- 
metion snd force, but at other times he would 
feil completely silent . . e refusing to throw 
his weight towsrd a particular decision lest it 
might seem thet he was trying to introduce his 
own personsl rendering too much into the verdict 
of us ali.") 

bOWTE, Clergymen, born 1882. 
ile Deacon, 1908; priest, 1909; Protestant Episcopal Kussel1 Churche 

hector of Grace Church, New York, 1925-1939. 
Professor of Practical Theology of Union Theolog= 

ical Seminary since 1959. 
author of, jhe Story of Jesus, 1957, The Bible, 

1940. 

GHART, Clergymen, author, born 1891. 
Frederick Deacon, 1912; priest 1915; Protestant Episcopal 

° Church. 
Rector of several churches successively over a 

period of yearse 
Professor of Systematic Theologye 
Professor of liew fostament at Union Theological 

Seminary since 1938. 
4uthor of: ‘The Life and Times of Jesus, 1921, 

Form Gritielsa--A New sethod of New Testament 
Resesre 3 2 e 

(", . So renking with Moffatt and Cadbury and 
Graig in his mastery not only of the language of 
the New Testement, but also of its background of 
Greei and Aramaic influences, a lerge man, quiet 
end unruffled, with exact opinions always ad= 

vyonced with considerate courtesty, and with the 
fine literary sense native to one accustomed to 

the liturgy of the Anglicen Church.") 

  

103. Since Eowie is the writer of the article frou which 

: 10% e teken for this listing, the personal notes about the men ar Saab 

we heave no such rewarks about Bowie himself. He, 
hes the experience and qualities which enable him to fit in 
well with this group of scholarly gentlemene 
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CRAIG, 
Clarence 

e 

WEITZ, , 
Abdel R. 

El 
a 

Clergyman, educator, born 1889. 
Ordained in the ministry of the Presbyterian 

Church, 1915. 
Pastor of rural church in Texas, 1915-1919. Yrofessor of Biblical Theology. 
“ow oF Yale Divinity School. : f Reever author of: The Literary Kelations of Ezekiel, 

1925, hat tean teres Stones?, 1941. (". « » his Imowledge not only of Greek but of nebrew usde him equally valuable in both Oe‘. 
end eT. sections,") : 

Clergyman, educator, born 1895« 
Ordained in the mlnistry of the liethodist Epis- 

Copal Church, 1918, 
fastor of several churches successivelye 
Professor of New Testament languege and literature. 
sow at Oberlin Divinity School. ° 
‘Author of: Zhe Study of the New Testament, 1939, 

one Goa, One orld, 456 
(“Neerly always next to him Cadbury at work, « « 
ena the tuo were well matched in thprough scholar- 
Ship, in exact imowledge, end in clear expression 
of what they thought." 

Clergyman, educator, born 1883. 1 Ee 
*resident of the Lutheran Theological Seminary 

at Gettysburg. 
Ordained in the Lutheran ministry, 1907. 
Professor of history. Chuwon fan Amenioanniete 
4uthor of: The Lutheran Chure <= 

tory, 1925, A New strategy for Theological 
iducation, 19377 

(". « » tho member most recently added to the 
commitice, but one of the most energetic and Delp 
ful, who had opinions of his own which he enemas 
with great tenacity, yet who, ss chairmen, coul) ‘ 
be as impartial as he was prompte As a member o: 
the committee he ned one pet aversion. He hated 
what he called "backing into an ideas' By that 
phrase he was expressing a general dislike for : 
eny kind of sentence that did not follow the mos 
obvious and straightforward order. Any inversion 
for rhetorical emphasis or for rhythm seemed to 5 
hin unnatural. In most of his objections he woul 
be outvoted, but he would come up to the next con— 
test fresh and undismayed; and for the terseness 
end simplicity which may often be found in aye 
trenslation, part of the credit is due to hime. 

a
=
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Translating Procedure 

The translators had e definite procedure in handling 

the work. ech book of the New Testament was assigned to 

one or two of the members of the committee for prelininery 

translation, A typewritten copy of this first draft was 

then sont to cil the other members of the Hew Testament 

Group to be studied before the next meeting. "At the meet- 

ing, with sll the men sitting around a table, it would be 

discussed word by word, verse by verse." A new draft, al- 
tered according to the results of the necting, was then pre- 

bered by the seerctary (ir. Moffatt), and this draft was 

mineographed and distributed for further study. This re=- 

Vision would then be again studied and chenged at a follow=- 

ing meeting, 104 

when the entire New Testament had been thus translated 

into preliminary form, then twice reviewed by the entire 

membership of the session, copies were sent to the men of 

the Old Testament section for their comments and opinions. 

Other scholers “widely representative of different churches," 

were invited to reed the menuscript and make their criticisms. 

‘ilith these in hend," the whole New Testament was reviewed 

for the third time at a session lasting two weeks in Horth- - 

field, Massachusetts, in August, 1943. 
Caen, ee eee ee Sens 

104, this discussion on translating procedure, as well as 
the next discussion, about the mectings, is based on Bowie, 

Op. Cit., De 124.



leetings 

The number of meetings amounted to thirty-one separ= 

ate sessions, varying in length from three days to more 

then two wecks, ond covering a total of 145 dayse ‘The meet- 

ings were conducted over a period of about cight years, if 

we Pogard the year 1957, when the work was reinstated and 

Properly budgeted, as the serious begimning of the projecte 

(The work on the Old Testeuent continues at present, with 

hopes of finishing in 1950.) 

some of the meetings were held at Union Theological 

Setiinary in irederick Grant's study. Wany of them were held 

at Yole Divinity Sehool. For tuo summers the men met as 

guests of Dr. and Mrs. Léger J. Goodspeed on Paredise Is- 

lend, Ylum Loke, Jjisconsin, The final meeting was held in 

the Chateau of the Inn at East Northfield, Nassachusettse 

the meetings usually began at nine o'clock in the 

morning in a session wich lasted until lunch. The after- 

noon session continued until "about an hour before dinner- 

time, and after dinner there was a third session until it 

was time to go to bed." The men put in a totel of about 

nine hours every day, sitting about a long table, holding 

before them the menuscripts of thst portion of the New Tes- 

tement which was under discussione In the middle of the 

teble or near at hand were the lexicons, reference books, 

other translations, and other materiale 

 



The Greek Text 

The problew of the Greek text in the case of this 

version of the New Lestement involves mainly a re-considera- 

tion of the same problems already before the RV men of the 

nineteenth century. Kecent manuscript finds have provided 

alittle additionel information concerning some passegeSe 

The ASV men seem to heve placed much stock in the 

Menuscript of the Old Syriac version of the Gospels, from ‘se 

the monastery of St, Catherine on lite Sinai, found by irs. 

Lewis end irs, Gibson in 1892. This text is considered 

older then the Curctonien Syriac end “probably detes from 

the second century." It therefore "testifies to the state 

of the Greek text from which it was translated, perhaps 

eround 150 a.p, "405 

In this connection there is elso mentioned a “remark- 

sble discovery oi a fragment of Tetien's Diatessaron in 

Greek, found st ura on the Euphrates by the Yale Expedition 

in 1935, end edited by Professor Carl Kraelinge" 

énother "“importent discovery" wes @ find called the 

“iashington" manuscript, purchased et Cairo in 1906 by lit. 

Charles Freer of Uetroit. “It contains a mixed texts; 1eGe, 

some perts were copied from one type of menuscript, others i 

from other types." 

  

  

105. The followin, discussion of the Greek text used by 
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the revisers is based on Frederick C. Grant, “The Gre ; 

Text of the New T'cstauent," sn Introduction to the Revised 

Standerd Version of the New Testament, ppe S7-456 

   



"Even wore important" are the Chester Beatty manu- 

Scripts. ‘They were discovered in 1931 end consist of the 

fragments of twclve menuseripts, eight 01d Testament, three 
New Testexent, and one containing part of Enoch. ‘The "lead- 

ing experts agrec that they were copied for the most psrt 

in the third ceontury--a hundred years, presumably, before 

Vaticenus snd Sinaiticus$" the Gospels and Acts are con- 

Sidered to have cowe from the first half of the third cen- 

tury snd the fragments of the Pauline letters not later then 

250 A.D., thus placing them much earlier then the. "great un- 
Clels" upon which Jesteotst and Hort and the eerlier. revisers 

Telied. 

Eesides the above, scores of papyrus fraguents were 

discovered, snd “even some .vellum codices have continued to 

turn up." The ninth-century Koridethi Gospels were edited 

by Keermenn end Gregory in 1915. Also,mentioned are The 

hockefclier McCormick New Testament (thirteenth century), 

Zhe Four Gospels of Karehisser (thirteenth century), and 

fhe Plizebeth Day McCoraick Apocalypse (seventeenth century), 

with the consideration that even these late Byzantine manu- 

Scripts are not to be overlooked, because they are occas— 

ionelly ‘of veal importance in establishing the eerlier 

text," 

in addition to the Greek and Syriac manuscripts, much 

attention wes given to other versions, such as the Sahidic, 

éruenion, “and above all the Latin, especially the Old Latin, 
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perhaps contemsorencous with the Old Syriac, 1.@.,. around 

150 A.D." 

Textual Criticism 

The RSV revisers applied their own textual eriticiam 

and evaluations to these finds, as well as to the previously 

avellable texts of the Greek Testament. ‘The Greek text of 

the RSV is not thet of jestcott-hort, Nestle, or Souter, 

though the statement is made by Grant that as a rule the 

readings which they adopted will be found either in the text 

or in the mergin of the Seventeenth Edition of Nestle (Stutt- 

gert, 1941), ‘he following peragraph by Grant will indicate 
the general type of textual criticism which prevailed among 

the RSV translators: 

It was a part of our commission to take into 
account the progress of modern Biblical re- 
search, This most certainly includes textual 
research or criticism. Je have endeavored to 
discharge this part of our comission as faith- 
fully as we coula, And it is really extra- 
ordinary how often, with the fuller apparatus 
of variant readings at our disposel, and with 
the eclectic principle now more widely accepted, 
we have concurred in following Westcott and 
Hort. iiot that we agreed in advance in favor 
of Hort--quite the contrary, there was no such 
wmaninity; our agreement is really a tribute to 
destcott-Hort, which is still the great clas- 
Sical edition of wodern times. I find that we 
have adopted only one conjectural emendation 
(in Jude 5, “he who . . e'), and this is one 
that Hort discussed in his notes, end favorede 
We have made considerable maeeen the papal 
Beatty fragments; in fact we havé cons 
then eonutentiye. uid have occasionally adopted 
readings from that source, when supported by 
others, Usually the Beatty fragments range 
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themselves with Aleph and B, ieee, Sinait- deus end Vaticanus,L06 

Besides the fect thet choosing the correct veriant 
Cemnot be done by totaling menuseripts or “weighting" or 
generally evaluating single manuscripts, the revisers of 
the RSV also considered it wnreliable to follow such gener= 

el rules of thumb as: “Let the herder reading prevail," or 
"The shorter veeding is the more probable one," or "The 
true resdiny wins out in the end." On the other hand, they 
find that the style of a New Testement suthor 1s given more 

Weight in the ficlda of textusl criticism today than it was 

in the nineteenth century. Grent quotes favorably the gen- 

ral prewise stated by Kenyon in his Text of the Greek Bible: 

"In the first two centuries this original 
text disappeared under a mass of veriants, 
crested by errors, by conscious alterations, 
and by attempts to remedy the uncertainties 
thus crested. ‘hen, as further attempts to 
recover the lost truth were made, the families 
of text that we now lmow took shape. ‘They were, 
however, nuclei rather than completed forms of 
text, and did not eat once absorb all the atoms 
that the period of disorder had brought into 
existence, "107 

In their textual criticism the RSV men operated on the 

basis that "211 changes in the text shall be agreed upon by 

® tyo-thirds vote of the total membership of the Committee," 

thereby including even the votes of committeemen who may be 

absent. ‘They were guided chiefly by the three following 
a 

106. 5 Grant 0 e Cit. We 41-42. 

107, Ibid.) BG 
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principles in their process of textual criticism: 

“6 May yonture to state the general situa- 
tlon at present, and the new rules now in 
force, somewhet as follows: 

i. ilo one type of text 1s infallible, or - 
to be preferred py virtue of its generally 
Superior authority. 

&e ach reading wust be examined on its 
merits, and preference must be given to those 
Yeadings which are demonstrably in the style 
of the author under consideration. 

Se iicauings which explain other variants, 
but ere not contrariwise themselves to be ex- 
plained by the others, merit our preference; 
but this is a very subtle process, involving 
intangible elewents, and liable to subjective 
judgment on the pert of the critic,10 

iuportent Textual Changes 

ost of the important textual changes from the AV 

hed already been introduced by the RV and ASV. If the changes 

Were not actually wade by the RV and ASV, they were strongly 

hinted at in the footnotes or marginal nel ereneene 

The KSV climinstes the doubtful passage of Hark 16, 

2-20 from tne body of the text and renders it in the form of 

afootnote. the authenticity of this section had been 

doubted by many of the men who worked on the RV and the ASV, 

but an element of highly conservative regard for the form 

of the AV caused its retention in the body of the text, with 

en explenatory marginel reference. without going into all 

the subtle pros and cous concerning the genuineness of this 
SN RAE RE, OF Bene Da Bot 

108. Ibid., pe dle 
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passage, we would quote the following remarks of Dre Chamber- 

lain which contsin objective facts concerning the treatment 

of this passage in the original manuscripts. Dre Chamberlain 

Says in the Hebruery 1st, 1947 issue of The Presbyterian: 

_ ithis passage has been translated, but printed 
in sieil Italles at the end of the Gospel. The 
translation is introduced with the words: “Some 
texts end versions add as 1629-20 the following 
passage." 4s a matter of fact, these verses are 
found in the great mwojority of Greek manuscripts, 
but they are all of Late date. In textual crit- 
icisu, a reading is not decided by numerical ma- 
jority, but by historical evidence. In general, 
the earlier menuscripts are more accurate. 

_ besides this familier ending to the Gospel, 
there are et least four others imown. Somie manu- 
Scripts and versions have a much shorter ending, 
which has also been trenslated end printed below 
the longer ending in the Re S. Ve A few manu- 
scripts have both endings. The Jashington manu- 
script or the Gospeis has the familiar ending, 
with en insertion efter verse 14, which has not 
been found elscwhere. ‘The esrliest and most ac- 
curete menuscripts end at verse 8 with the words, 
"for they feared." Nearly ell scholers have felt 
that this was a queer way to end a Gospel. lone 
of the other three end upon a note of fear; they 
eli close with a note of triumphe 

Thers can be no real question as to whether 
these verses were in the Gospel in its original 
form. ‘he evidence sgainst 1t is overwhelninge 
° « « dé lose nothing of Christien truth by omit- 
ting this passage.10 

These same facts mentioned by Dre Chamberlain evidently made 

it impossible for the RSV men to honestly keep this passage 

on a textual par with the rest of the Gospel of Mark. ‘There- 

fore the HSV prints it in itelics in a footnote section. 

een aoa coe ee 

109. we. Douglas Chamberlain, "Explain Please," The 
EFresbyterian, February 1, 1947, Vol. CXVII, Noe 5p De 8. 

 



The KSV climinates the doubtful passage of John 7, 
53 to 8, 11, 2nd renders it in the form of a footnote, in 

tallies, The genuineness of this passage had been doubted 

by weny of the wen who worked on the RV and the ASV, but, 

the lark passage, it was allowed by them to remain 
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with en explanatory ulargineal reference. Dr. Chamberlain's 

brief end siuple resume of manuserLpt evidence is worth not- 

ing: 

she story of the women tekken in adultery is 
&1s0 omitted by all of the best authorities,’ 
both wanUuscripts in Greek and the esrly trans—- 
letions. The Lusebien Canons also omit this pas- 
Sagee sone manuscripts place this story at the 
cnc of the Gospel of John. One places it after 
Jobn 73253; twelve (the Ferrer Group) put it in 
the Gospel of Luke after 21:386 

Ungucstionably, this was not e pert of the 
Gospel of John in its original form. The trans- 
ietors have dealt quite honestly with the reader 
in havin, 1t printed in Ltalies, as in the case 
OL warlc 16:9-20. 

if this story was not a pert of the.Gospel of 
John, is it a true incident in Jesus? ministry? 
I believe that it is. We must remember that the 
Gosuel uriters did not try to tell ell that they 
imew ebout Jesus. See John 20:50,S5le 

In Matthew S, 15 the doxologicsal ending to the Lord's 

Prayer is omitted in the KSV. Mention of this fact is made 

in a foctnote. This passage hed been treated in the same 

way by the RV and ASV. ‘The reasons for such omission seem 

rather overwhelming; 

This doxology to the Lord's Prayer does not 
occur in the oldest and best Greek manuscriptse 
It is also ebsent from the best Greek manuscriptse 

Re ESR TeeNSRENSen Da 
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It is slso absent fron the best copies of the Old Latin version. Eoth Origen and Cyprian 
onit it, in quoting frou the Lord's Prayer. 
It auscars 1a no Greck MS before the fifth cen- 
tury Ae be when the doxology does occur, in 
other henuscripts and versions, it has many 
varletions in wording. This fact of itself 
Casts suspicion upon its genuineness,.- Alto- 
esther, it is quite certain that the doxology WeS not originally in Matthew's Gospel. it is 
& later Liturgical addition to the prayer as it was adapted to use in public worshipe 

“heologicslly, it is in harmony with the 
Pest of the prayer, and therefore, it is gutte 
ayvtopriate to use it in our own worshipe 

£ Johu 5, 7 is omitted in the RSV as it was also 

omitted in the iV and ASV. ‘The underlying reason for this 

oMission sees to be rather simples 

ihe "“Uhpee heavenly witnesses" are omitted 
from this verse. ‘The words, "For there are 
thvec that pear record in heaven, the father, 
the Jord, and the Holy Ghost: and these three 
eve one,” do not occur in eny Greek manuscript 
before the 16th century. i#hoen Erasmus pub- x 
lished the first printed Greek Testament in 
1516, he omitted these words, which did occur 
in some Latin treanslationse He was chided for this and rashly promised to print them in his 
ext edition if a single Greck wanuscript could 
be found which contained them. Two were made 
to order, and Lrasims reluctantly included 
these words in his next edition. It was from 
this source thet they came into our English 
translations.++ 

The pssseges, besides the above, which have been placed 
in the footnotes and omitted from the regular text in the 

RSV, are the Pollowing: 

Matthew 12, 47: Some one told him, “Your 
ugther and your brothers are standing outside, 
Ly 

- 

lll. Ibia., Pe 8 
112. Thid., p. 8. 
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asking to speak to you." (The RV end ASV re- tain the passage in the text, but add the foot- note thet some ancient authorities omit ite) 

Satthey 17, 21: But this kind never comes out except by prayer ond fasting. (Also omit- ted from the text in the RV and ASVe Coripere, however, jiark 9, 29.) 

Hatthew 13, 11: For the Son of man came to 
Save thet which was loste (Also omitted from 
the text in the RV end ASV. Compere, however, 
Luke 19, 10.) 

, dletthew 25, 14: ioe to you, scribes and Phar- 
isces, hypocrites! for you devour widows! houses, 
au tor a pretence you mske long prayers; there- 
fore you will receive the greater concemation. 
(4180 omitted from the text in the RV and ASV. 
Compare, however, Mark 12, 40 end Luke 20, 47.) 

lavic 7, ic: if any nian has ears to hear, 
let him Hear. (Also omitted from the text in 
the KV and ASV. Gomparc, however, che 4, 9 & 236) 

., werk 9, 44 end 46: where their worm does not 
die, onc the fire is not quenched. (These verses, 
which ere identical with ve 48, are also omitted o 
in the RV ond ASV.) 

jiark 11, 26: But if you do not forgive, 
nelther will your Father who is in heaven for- 
give your trespasses. (Also omitted from the 
text in the KV and ASV. Compare, however, Hatt- 
hew 6, 15, end 18, 35.) © 

Lerk 15, 28: And the Scripture was fulfilled 
which ssys, “He was reckoned among the transgres- 
sors," Also omitted from the text in the RY and 
4SVe Compare, however, Luke 22, 57) 

Two men will be in the fields; one 
(Also omitted 

Compare, however, 

Luke 17, 36: 
will pe Taken end the other lefte 
from the text in the RV and ASV. 
Matthew 24, 40.) 

fuke 22, 19b-20: which is given for youe Do 
this in remembrance of me." And likewise the cup 
after supper, saying, "This cup which is poured 
out for you is the new covenant in my blood. 
(The RV and ASV retain this passage in the text, 

 



but add the footnote that some ancient auth- 
oritics omit "which is given for you" « « « 
Which is poured out for youe" Compare, however, 

dattheyw 26, 26, Har 14, 22, end Lr Corinthians 

imke 25, 17: Now he was obliged to release 
one wan to them at the festival. (Also omitted from the text in the KV and ASV. CGompare, how- ss iatthew 27, 15, tiark 15, 6, snd Jonn 18, 
Wve : 

duke 24, 12: But Peter rose and ran to the 
tomb; stopping end looking in, he saw the linen 
Cloths by themselves; and he went home wondering 
at uhet hed happened. (The RV and ASV retain 
this verse in the text, but add the footnote to 
the effect that some encient authoritics omit ite) 

imike 24, 40: and when he hed said this, he 
Showed them his hands and his feete (The KV and 
SV retain this verse in the text but add a foot- 
note to the effect thet some encient authorities 
omit ite Compare, however, John 20, 20 and 27.) 

Acts 8, 57: And Philip said, “If you believe 
with ell your heart, you may." And he replied, 
"I believe that Jesus Christ 1s the Son of God." 
(Also omitted from the text in the RV end ASV.) 

Acts 15, 54: But it seemed good to Silas to 
rciein there. (Also omitted from the text in the 
RV end &SV.) : 

Lets 24, Gb-8a: end we would have judged him 
according to our law. But the chief captain Lysias 
Ceuc and with great violence took him out of our 
bends, coumending his accusers to come before yeu 
(Also omitted from the text in the RV and ASV. 

Romens 16, 24: ‘The grace of our Lord Jesus 
Christ be with you alle Amen. (Also omitted from 
the text in the RV and ASV. Compare, however, 
verse 20.) : 

Accusation of "Liberalistic" Distortion of Text 

there is a feeling in some quarters that the RSV men's 
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treatment of the toxt is "Liberalistie" and iodernistic.215 
This question will be re-considered under the general dis- 
Sussion of the translation principles followed by the mene 
However, in connection with the textual problems, it may 

be noted that ell of the above-listed passages had been 
Westioned by the RV and ASV men, who worked at the end of 
the nineteenth century. Practically all of these passeges 
hed been already relegated to the footnotes by the RV and 
48¥V men, It may be noted also that the passages, as indi- 

Ceted in the list, are usually well duplicated in other 

Testanent, and thet no Scrip- 

removal from the individual 

Gospels or portions of the New 

tural content is lost by their 

authentie text. Surely nothing but convenience and custom 

prevents their being removed from the text if the best Chris- 

tian Scholership aveileble during the past sixty years war-=- 

rents their omission. If the HSV men had ulterior motives, 

or if their scholershiy was overcome by a strong "Liberal" 

bias, then it will have to be shown from something other than 

these ceases of textual omissionse 
neneteeereneuewe-enes, 

liS. Cf. br. Samuel Me Zvemer, "The Revised Standard 
Version Once liore," reprinted in the Concordia Theological 

I “546, ppe 926-029. ponthly, Vole XVII, Woe 12, December, 1946, ppe 
here exe a number of adverse criticisms quoted here from 

other articles in other publications, which hinge upon such 
Sentiments as: “of what appears to us a definitely Modern- 
ist tendency," concerning the RSV. Some of the complaints 
raised ere those discussed in the following peges of this 
thesis. ost of the complaints consist of deploring certain 

  

chenges without considering the textual evidence before and 
available to the RSV translatorse 

 



In the cases of the longer Mark and John passages, 

even if one should wish to grant thet there is as much evi- 

dence in favor of retaining those sections as in dismissing 

them from the toxt (which is doubtful), it would seem that 

the person who is secking the purest possible original text 
(ss surcly tne orthodox believer in divine inspiration) 
Would be grateful to the RSV translators for noting the 

doubtful nature of these passeges and indicating it. ‘Their 

treatment of these passeges conforms very well with the 

Sixtecnth edition of Nestle's Greek Testament (published in 

1936). hile their disyosltion toward these passages may 

not be es sympathetic with tradition.as some would wish, and 

while their sersonal Christian beliefs may be "Liberal," 

there is nothing here to indicate any either malicious or 

mild endeavor to weaken or teint eny existing credo of ortho- 

doxy. ‘heir treatment of the passages seems to be the result 
of uncompromising and honest scholership. It seems to be 

the most accurate and disinterested result that can be ob- 

tained witi present-day knowledge of the problem. 

Modern Translation Aids Used 

Discoveries of manuscripts and the study of textual 

criticism were not the only advencements of scholarship dur- 

ing the past decades. ‘The recently published papyri have 

in turn contributed muuch toward lexical and grammatical 

study. ‘The RSV Committee had the additional benefit of 

 



eight lexicons of the Greek New Testament produced within 
the past twenty-five yeers. They were especially fortunate 
in having the use of the great revision of the Lidde1l-seott 

work, the standerd Greek lexicon, completed in 1941. Be- 

Sides these works, the men also had the use of all the pri- 

vate translations produced during the past centuries,114 

uoderately idiomatic Translation 

One member of the RSV Committee states the basic prin- 

Ciple of their trenslating as follows: 

the Committee consistently proceeded on the 
&@ssuuption that its duty was to translate the 
Greelr Text of the New Testament, not to recon- 
struct any document or tradition thet may have. 
Llein behind it. Having determined as best we 
could the correct text of each passage, we have 
tried to reproduce the mcaning of that text ac- 
Curately end clearly in acceptable inglish. 
Unly where this fundamental purzose seezed to 
us to demand it have we felt free to depart from 
the familiar language of the American Standard ' 
or the King James versions. Therefore the Com- 
mittec has not considered it either necessary 
or permissible to paraphrase words or phrases. 
Gxpressing traditional Jewish ideas. Such terms, a for exauple, es “kingdom of heaven" or “Son of 5 
men" have becn translated literally, as in prev- 
ious versions. To interpret them in the light 
of their Jewish background is the_task of the 
Comzentator, not the translatore 

This pereagraph by Millar Burrows may give the impres- 

Sion that the revisers endeavored to translate somewhat on 
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114. ldgar J. Goodspeed, "The Making of the New Testa- 
ment," An Introduction ee the Revised Standard Version of 
the New Testament, pe 3 

115. “Willer arrows, "The Semitic Background of the New 
Testament,” 4n Introduction to the Revised Stenderd Version 
of the New Westanent, pe 

 



  

@ literalistic and word for word basis. However, Burrows 

writes the above in connection with the problem of inject- 
ing the Semitic background of the New Testament into the 

translation. while in such matters, as the expressions 

"Son of wan, # “iingaom of God," etc., the revisers wisely 
avoided sny paraphrasing but retained the old phrases word 
for word, nevertheless, in general we do find a rather free 

style of trenslating which even resorts to paraphrasing in 

Some cases. Another member of the committee expresses it 

this way: 

«G Have sought to mediste between the orig- 
inal writer and the modern reader, It has been 
our cifort not only to determine as precisely 
@8 possible what we understand the original 
writer to mean, but to take that exact message 
ond transmit it in terms that the reader end 
hearer of cur day cannot misunderstande e e 
Not 911 of the metaphors hidden away in the Greek 
could be brought out for the understanding of 
the Inglish reader, Sometimes obscure words or i 
Cxpressions were made meaningful through para- 
phrases. Occasionally the order of words was 
Changed to fit the English idiom, Often a part- 
iciple was resolved into a clause to conform toi. 
the manner of writing end speaking in our time. 

The HSV men have tekken some of the translators! lib- 

ertics that the AV men took and a few more. In doing so, j 

however, they have contributed much to the understandability 

of the text. ‘Their principle of translating the meanings 

of the original rather than just an array of words, renders 

Pe APN AT TE ees 

116. Abdel Ross Wentz,"The New Testament and the iiord of 
God," 4n Introduction to the Revised Standard Version of 
the New Testament, PDe 67-66 
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the resultant work a much better overall translation than 

its predecessors, ‘This type of translating, of course, in- 

volves # good deal of subjective handling of the text on 

the pert of the trensLators. i#hen any good type of trans- 

lating is enjeged in, namely, thet of trensleting meanings 

anc not just words, it gives the reader a perticulsr right 

to want to lnow what kind of men end minds performed the 

translating. ‘therefore, when the conservative reader learns 

that these men apparently sre rather "Liberal" Christians, 

he is apt to decide & priori that the translation must needs 

be well teinted with a liberal biase 

it mast be admitted thet any translation of eny work 

Will contain e certain amount of impurity, a certain in- - 

perfection of thought transfer from one languege to the other. 

This is one of the reasons why the value of knowing the Holy 

Scriptures in the original langueges by the Christian clergy 

wust ever be highly ostiuated. but in this world of imper=- 

fections, the question must not be concerning a vernaculer 

translation "Is there any influence whatever of the mental 

sct of the trenslators upon this work?" but "Zo what extent 

distorted by the general bias of the 
  

is this transletion 

trensLators?" 

Controversial Renderings 

There are several perticular instances where the trans- 

lation problems were handled in such a manner by the revisers 

@s to arouse suspicion, to cause one to wonder whether perhaps 
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their usually dependable scholarship was not marred consid- 

erably by a “Liberel" bent of mind. ‘The chief instances of 

this type are quoted below (with controversial parts under- 

lined) end discussed. 

Hark 15, 39 
RSV ; AV 

eae when the centurion, fnd when the centurion, 
wich stood over against him who stood facing hin, . 

saw that he thus breathed Say that he so cried out, 
oa gave up the ghost he said, his last, he said, 
truly this man was the Son "Truly this man was €& son 
of God. of God." 

t is possible that the revisers are correct in the ei
 

above rendering of a son of God instead of with the definite 

article. ‘ihe Greek does not have the erticle, end they have 

no doubt reasoned that the heathen Homan soldier did not 

have the Christian point of view, and, therefore, the highest 

tribute that he could pay Jesus was that of calling him a son 

On the other side of the picture, the Greck grammarian 

lmows that e predicate nominative when it precedes the Link- 

ing verb docs not need to have the article to be considered 

definite. The phrase, therefore, could be rendered the Son 

of God. 
By way of interest, it may be mentioned that Thayer 

regards the title in this comnection as having “a heathen 

sense, as uttered by the Roman centurion of Jesus, a 'Demi- 

god or 'hero.'" Vincent also regerds it as a son of God. 

There are many good scholers, though, who will maintain the 

opposite. We find it difficult to insist that it must definitely. 

 



be one or the other. hile a more conservative course would 

have avoided the change from the AV and the arousing of pro- 

test from some quarters, it is nevertheless well within the 

realu of possibility that the RSV revisers heve the more 

fecurate vendering.1l7 (The parallel passage of letthes 27, 
54 involves the same question.) 

#88 it, therefore, because of their "Liberal" bias 

that the RSV revisers rendered this passage with the indef- 

inite article? would more conservative men of equivalent 

training ond ejwal scholarship have unwaverlingly differed 

from thea and regerded their action as biesed? It is one 

thing to disegree with their translation here; it is quite 

another to maintain that it is unfair end biased. 

John 3, 16 
Se AN RSV 
“or God so loved the For God so loved the 

world that he gave his only | world, thst he gave his only 
Son, that whoever believes begotten Son, that whosoever 

Delleveth in him should not in him should not perish 
peetans but have everlasting but have eternal life. 

Ce 

the Greck word involved etymologically mcans only- 

begotten. It seems that its usage at the time of the New 

Testazent was Limited to that of sons and daughters, and that 

it simply meant to be an only son or an only daughter, just 
RAPIER BARRE RR 

117. ‘Yor further consideration of this matter, compare 
Paul li. Bretscher, "fhe Host Important Publication of 1946," 
in the Cresset, Vole IX, No. 6, April, 1946, pe 25; also 

Floyd VJ Filson, "fhe Revised Standerd New Testament," in. 
paaetoas Loday, Vol. III, Noe 2, July, 1946, ppe 228-2293 

oscéph Henry Thayer, Greek- lish Lexicon of the New Tes- 

tament, vp. 636; idarvin Re Tee Word Studies in the N 
Lestsment, Vole I, pe 252, and others. 
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&8 we would say today, "ile is her only child." ‘The Greek 

word is the same one used also in Luke 7, 12; 8, 42, and 
2, 38. In those places the AV itself translates: "the 

only son of his mother," "he had one only daughter," end 

"for he is mine only child," respectivelye The AV was 

Father inconsistent in translating merely only in these 

Cases and then switching to only-begotten in connection with 

the John 3, 16 passage. It was perhaps done with the laud- 

able apprecistion of the fact that words used to describe 

the Son of God ure of greater import in such connection. 

Furthermore, in discussing fine points of theology, seriously 

and conclusively, one would surely be obliged to consult 

eid consider the actuel original with its basic concepts, 

Comhotations, end depths of meaninge But for ordinary trans- 

lating purposes, if the word was used in the way we today 

use the word only when speaking of a son or daughter (as 

the AV did in the instances in Luke), then is it not a good 

translation when that word is also rendered only in John 3, 

16, as also the Azgostle's Creed simply expresses it: “And 

in Jesus Christ His only Son our Lord"? 

Perhaps we way feel offended at the way the HSV dropped 

the fauiliar begotten frou this passages We may feel that 

the word really intends to stress the begotten part of its 

essential wecning, end that ell the other passsges where it 
a 

occurs in the New Testament should have been rendered only- 

But should we point to the RSV translation of begotten. 
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John 5, 16 as indicative of poor scholership, as an unfair Ramee Zee =9 wee oe 

treatment of the matter, and as a definitely provable out- 
Cropping of Modernistic bias? 

- Romens 9, 5 ; 
AV RSV 

whose arc the fathers, to them belong the patri- 
end of whom as concerning . archs, and of their race, 
ane flesh Christ came, who according to the flesh, is 
{2 over ali, Goad blessed the Christe God who 4s over 
for ever. fice GIL be blessed forever.s 

émene 

Of the instances usually cited to argue a distortion 

of the text by the KSV revisers due to Modernistic bias, 

this one is one of the most cogent. It seems to be somewhat 

of a strain on the Greck order of the words to translate this 

as the SV men doe. To get an idea of the import of thia 

problem, it would be helpful to note the entire paragraph 

written by i*Loyd V. Filson in this connection, from perhaps 

a "Liberel" viewpoints 

Did Peul call Christ "God"? The answer de- 
pends on the translation of Rome 9:5, where Paul 
cither concludes his enumeration of the God- 
given privileges of Israel with an outburst of 
preise to God for such blessings, or adds to his 
mention of Christ the fect that he is God blessed 
forcver. iIn favor cf the former alternative are 
certain facts: such an expression of praise to 
God is found twice in the Gospels and five other 
times in Peul's letters, always with clear rof~ 
erence to God the Father; elsewhere Paul directs 
his thanksgiving to God the Father; Paul nowhere 
else calls Christ "God." To support the latter 
view one cen cite the fact that the outburst of 
praise follows almost immediately the reference 

to Christ, so that it is quite easy grammatically 
to refer this mention of God to Christe Now Paul 

never thought of Jesus Christ as simply a man; 

 



to the Apostle he was rather the pre-existent 
von who as Lord rightly claims the full obed- 
“ence of men. The opening greetings of Paul's letters link God and Christ together as joint 
Source of the divine blessings of salvation. +ne benedictions of the letters speak of the 
Givine grace as given through Christ. There is 
Substantial evidence in Paul's letters to sup=- 
port the Christian doctrine of the Trinity, but 
faul never formulated that doctrine, anc it is 
Seriously in doubt whether he ever spoke in ox- 
plicit terms of Christ as "God." ‘This letter 
term he used of the Father. The RSV recognizes 
ia a footnote that the blessing may refer to 
Christ, but in the text places a period after 
the mention of Christ, end adds, "God who is 
Over all be blessed forever, Amen." This trans- 
lation is probably correct. The passage praises 
God for his blessings to Israel.t 

there is much to be said about this passage. The 

orthodex student would be inclined to regard it as a direct 

Statement of the deity of Christ. So far as can be ascer=- 

tained by the writer, this view would be the better one, 

but it remains somewhat problematical, 219 The RSV rendering 

LATS 

- ane Floyd V. Filson, "the Revised Stendard New renee 
ont,” theology toda Vol. Tit, Noe 2, July, 1946, pe e 

119. James venuney,: the expositor for the Lpistle of Paul 

  

to the Romens in the Expositor's Greek Testament, enumerates 
ist the doxoloszical view. the usuel arguments for an aga. 

He, himself, meintains the view Ci. Vol. Ii, ppe 658-859. 
which the RSV men heve taken. So does Marvin R. Vincent, 
in his Jord Studies in the New Testament, Vole III, pe 101. 
in a fcotnote there he says, "I incline to the doxological 
View, but the long and intricate discussion cannot be gone 
into here. For the doxological view the student may consult 
lleyer's note, Professor Ezra Abbot, 'Journal of the Aweri- 
cen Society of Eiblical Literature and Exegesis, 1881 (also 
‘Critical isseys'), and Beet's 'Commentary on Romans! also 
G. Vance Smith, 'Expositor,! first series, ix, 397, to which 
are appended answers by Archdeacon Ferrer and iie Sandaye 
On the other side, President Dwight's note in the American 
eyer. He refers in this to his own article in the same 
number of the ‘Journal of Biblicel Literature! in which Pro- 
fessor Abbot's article appéars, See, also, Farrar in 'Ex- 
positor' as above, pe 217, and Godet on Romans." 
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of this Pesseace as a doxology instead of a reference to 

Christ “ay bo indicative of a "Liberal" bias on the part of 

the revisers, since theiy decision is not in strict harmony 
With the grauuer invol ved, and since it is also based on a 

éeherel interpretation of Paul's theology as they find it 
CxpPEsseq iii his le cvccrs. iihile the problem remains debat- 

able, it may be noted that there ere other New Testament 

PGSseecs where Christ is explicitly called God, as, for ex- 
auplc, licbrews Ls 8. 

Metthew 16, 25-26 
7 Av RSV 

hi “or whosoever will save For whoever would save 
nee litc shell lose it; and his life will lose it, and 
Po oever will lose his life whoever loses his life . 
tor my scke shall find ite for my sake will find ite 
feet is a wen profited, For what will it profit a 

H6 shall gain the whole man, if he gains the whole 
world and forfeits his life? 

World, and lose his own soul? Or whet shell a men give in Or what shall a man give exchenge for his soul? return for his life? 

the SV translation of this Gospel passage is offensive 
to some. ‘the following is the objection of a Roman Catholic 

revievcr: 

"Gatholic scholers will object to the render- 
ing of ett. 16:26, "for what will it profit a 
men, if he gains the whole world and forfeits 
his life?! The word here translated 'life,* un- 
doubtedly refers not to physical life, but to 
the life of the soul, and the English expression 
for the loss of that spiritual life has been from 
tine immemorial 'soul,'! which besides is the lit- 
eral translation of the Greek." 

RE eee en seeeeePeermemneemee BEND = 

120, ‘this paragraph is quoted in an article by Dr. 
Samuel i. Zuemer in the Presbyterian of August 15, 1945, 
which article is reprinted in the Concordia Theological 
Honthly, Vol. XVII, lo. 12, December, 1946, a: 928. 
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thet this Catholic reviewer fails to mention, however, 

is that the same Greek word is used in the two places of the 

25th verse as well, and there is no valid reason for shift- 

ing the ucaning of the word from this one verse to the next. 

if we use the word soul in the first verse we find that "who- 

ever would save his soul will lose it," which does not make 

much sense. It apparently must be translated life in the 

25th verse, as the old AV Goes, and also the SY. But by 

whet right, then, may we change at to soul in the 26th verse? Fa 

ft is, In fact, unwarranted to demand a sudden switch in 

terms between the two verses. Perhaps the KSV is not caus- 

ing a “iberal" distortion of the text when it renders both 
© 

verses with the word life. Intering into fine points of 

exegesis is another matter,t#1 

Instances of Conservative Renderings 

Jhile the above instances ere several which are used 

to point out a Modernistic leaning in the translation of 

the KSV, there ere others which may be employed to denmon— 

strate the opsosite. Such are the following: 

ee rn 0 rer ee ee 

12L. Of. Joseph Henry Thayer, Greek-inglish Lexicon of 
the New Tostament, pe 677. 4&ccording to Thayer (with meny 
Neéw Testament citations) the meaning of the Greek word in 
question is variable. It may have the following meanings: 
“breath, “the breath of life; the vital force which ani- 
mates the body and shows itself in breathing," "life," "the 
soul," "the sest of the feelings, desires, affections, aver- 
Sions," "the (human) soul in so fer es it is so constituted 
thet by right use of the aids offered it by God it can 
attain its highest end and secure eternal blessedness, the 
Soul regarded as a moral being designed for everlasting life," 
"the soul as en essence which differs from the body and is 
not dissolved by death." 
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Hebrews 1, 8 
AV RSV 

But unto the Son he But of the Son he says, 
Saith, Thy throne, & God, . throne, © God, is is for ever and ever: a ‘or ever and ever, 
SCcptre of rightcousness the righteous scepter 
is the sceptre of thy king- is the scepter of thy 
Goris kingdom. 

the phrase wnderlined could have been in the views of some 

iegitiustely rendered as God is thy throne, as is mentioned 

in the RSV footnote » end which view is supyorted by Westcott. 

Nevertheless, the KSV maintained the eddress to the Son of 

fhy throne, 0 God, which thus directly ascribes deity to Jesus. 

Romens 5, 1 
a a RSV 

Thererore being justi- Therefore, since we are 
fied by faith, sig have justified by faith, we have 
peace with God through our peace with God through our 
Lord Jesus Christ: Lord Jesus Christ. 

The HSV footnote mentions that many ancient authorites 

AV 

read let us have instead of we have, which could be consid- 

ered a weskening of the statement in the passage. The Ix- 

positor's Greek Testament says that the MSS. evidence is 

overwhelmingly in favour of the exhortative let us have, so 

much so that Jestcott and Hord do not notice any other read- 

ing, end Tischendorf says that it cen herdly be rejectea.!2 

Nevertacless, the RSV men retained the more conservative 

wé heave. Sa VS 

  

Mark 1, L 
AV RSV 

The beginning of the The beginning of the 
gospel of Jesus Christ, the gespel of Jesus Christ, the 

Son of God; "Son of God. ae 
eines ee 

122. Jaues Denney, Op. ite, De 625-6
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the KSVY has the footnote that some ancient authorities 

omit the Son of God. The Fxpositor's Greck Testament says 

that the pburase is lacking in Sinefticus end that it is omit- 
ted from the text by Tischendorf snd #esteott snd Hort.275 

the Sixteenth Udition of Nestle omits it frou the text and 

places it in the footnotes. Yet the RSV men reteined the 

phrase in the text at the beginning of the Gospel of Mark. 

Titus 2, 13 
AV RSV 

Looking for that blessed avaiting our blessed 
hops, end the glorious ap- hope, the appearing of the 
peering of the great God and glory of our great God and 
Que Seviour’ Jesus Christ; Savior Jesus Carist, 

the SV footnote says: "Or, of the great God and our 
Sevior." In this instance the KSV rendition of ths passage 

is one which calls Jesus God, while the AV separates God and 

Christ, which is permissible. The seme situation exists in 

ii geter 1, 1, where the AV again separates God and Christ, : 

while the RSV allows the phrase to call Jesus God. \ihatever 

the maze of motives behind such section may be, the result is 

one of conservatism and should appeal to the reader who be- 

lieves in the true deity of Christ. 

Watthew 22, 45 
RSV ~ AV 

He saith unto them, How He said to them, "How 
then doth David in spirit is it then thet Devid, 
Call him Lord, s&ying, insoired b one = 

dy » 

  

  

125. Alexander Balmain Bruce, "The Synoptic Gospels," 
ihe Expositor's Greek Testament, pe S41. 
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In this instance the RSV translation of the passage 

brings out much more clearly then the AV the divine inspira- 

tion through which David wrote. 

nore Instances ijhere KSV Is Improvement Over AV 

On the one hand, this principle of translating in a 

mceningful way demands that the reader place a little addi- 

tional trust in the translators! understanding, honesty, 

and scholarship (which, however, can also be fairly well 

Checked), On the other hand, it results in a clarity of ex- 

pression which is not only warranted but truer to the orig- 

inal then that whieh results from a more irresponsible ob=— 

Scuring of méanings by resorting to a form of "trensliterat- 

ing" instead of actually translating from one lenguege and 

idiom to another. ‘he RSV is much more easily read than the 

iVe 

in order to afford a comparison of the styles of the 

AV end HSV, as well as to present sufficient evidence to 

show that the number of specific improvements of the RSV over 

the AV render it unworthy of hasty rejection ond worthy of 

Cendid consideration, the following passages are cited. 

The RSV is frequently, though not always, of a more 

terse end concise nature than the AV. It thereby loses some 

of the AV's literary flavor. The KSV is more idiowatic than 

the AV, yet of a sufficiently worshipful tone to render it 

useable in scclesiastical situations. In occasional spots 

the RSV may be slightly stilted in its languege, but this is 
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not the usuel case by any means. 

108 

In connection with the form of the text, it may be 

Noted that the SV hes a more up-to-date form of punctuation, 

Cliuinates earchaisus, and uses quotation merkse 

in general, the passeges below are noteworthy improve- 

ments of the RSV over the AV in matters of textuel accuracy, 

true meenings, and clarity of expression. A check with the 

Greek text and standerd Greek helps and commenterices will 

Show the RSV renderings to be well supported. As Dr. Bretscher 

says of one of the improvements (Luke 2, 49), they may come 

8S & surprise to some but others will rejoice.24 

liatthew 5, 25 
AV 

_#gree with thine adversary 
Wickly, whiles thou art in 
the way with him; lest at any 
time the adversary deliver 
thee to the judge, and the 
guage deliver thee to the of- 
ficer, and thou be cast into 
prison. 

Hatthey 5, 29 
AV 

fJnd if thy right eye 
offend thee, pluck it out, 
enc cast it from thee: for it 
is profitable for thee that 
one of thy members should per- 
ish, end not thst thy whole 
body should be cast into hell. 

Matthew 5, 59 
AV 

But I say unto you, That 
ye resist not evil: but who- 
socver shail smite thee on 
thy right cheek, turn to him 
the other also. 

  

RSV 
Wake friends quickly 

with your accuser, while 
you are going with him to 
court, lest your accuser 
hand you over to the judge, 
and the judge to the guard, { 
and you be put in prison; 4 

  

RSV 
If your right eye causes 

ou to sin, pinok out and 
ow 1t away; it is better 

that you lose one of your 
members than that your whole 
body be thrown into hell. 

RSV 
But I say to you, Do 

not resist one who is evil. 
But any one strikes you 
on the right cheek, turn 
to him the other also. 

124. Paul i. Bretscher, "The Most Important Publication 
of 1946," The Cresset, Vol. IX, No. 6, April, 1946, pe 24. 

 



Natthew 6G, 1-2 
AV 

tske heed that ye do not 
your alms before men, to be 
S¢cn of them: otherwise ye 

have no rewerd of your Fath- 
sy which is In heaven. 
Therefore when thou docst 
thine alius, do not sound a 
trumpet before thee, as the 
hypocrites do in the syna- 
gogues end in the streets, 
that they may have glory of 
MeN. _ Verily I say unto you, 
they have their reward. 

Hatthew 6, 7 
AV 

Eut when ye prey, use not 
Vein repetitions, as c 
Heathen dot for they think 
thet they shall be heard for 
their ouch speaking. 

liatthow 6, 22 
AV 

fhe light of the body is 
ne eyes af, therctore thine 

© be single, thy whole body 
will b of light. 

ci
 

F
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atthew 6, 25 
AV 

therefore I say unto you, 
Lake no thought for your life, 
whet ye shell eet, or what ye 
Shall drink; nor yet for your 
body, what ye shell pat on. 
is not the Life more than 
meet, end the body than rai- 
ment? 

Matthew 9, 17 
AV 

Neither do men put new 
wine into old bottles: else 
the bottles break, and the 
wine runneth out, and the bot- 
ties perish; but they put new 
wine into new bottles, and 
both are preserved. 
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RSV 
"Beware of practici 

your piety before men i 
order to be scen by 3 
for then you will have no 
reward from your Mather who 
is in heaven. “Thus, when 
you give alms, sound no 
trumpet before you, es the 
hypocrites do in the syna- 
gogues and in the streets, 
that they may be preised 
by men. Truly, I sey to 
you, they have their re- 
warde 

RSV 
"fnd in praying do not 

heap up empty ases as 
he Gentiies do; tor they 
Bhi at they will be 
heard for their many words. 

et
l 

o
t
 

  

RSV 
"The eye is the lam 

of the boay. So, if your 
eye is sound, your whole 
ae will be full of light; 

RSV 
"Therefore I tell you; 

do not be anxious about 
your lite, what you shall j 
eat or what you shall drink, | 
nor about your body, what 
you shall put on. Is not 
1ife mors than food, and the 
body more then clothing? 

RSV 
Neither is new wine a ; 

into old wineskins; if it is, 
the skins burst, and the 
wine is spilled, and the 
skins are destroyed; but new 
wine is put into fresh wine- 
skins, and sc both are pre- 
served. f 

 



Matthew 10, 24 
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AV RSV 
The disciple is not above "A disciple is not above his master, nor the servant his teacher, nor a servant above his lord, above 3s master; 

liatthew 25, 24 
: AN RSV 

Ye bling guides, which You blind guides, 
Strain at 2 snat, end straini out 2é t and 
SWallow a cemeLe Saahiaet Ng a CEeNGe. 

AV RSV 
&o ze therefore, and 

teach ef nations, baptizing 
thein in the namé of the 
Father, end of the Son, and 
of the Holy Ghost: 

srk 2, 
5 AV i 

nd. when they could not 
Couc nigh unto him for the 
press, they uncovercd the 
Poot where ie was: and when 
they had broken it up, they 
lét down the bed where the ——, a Renee 

Sick of the palsy lay. 

luke 2, 
AV 

imi he said unto then, 
How is it that ye sought me? 
wist ye not thet I must be 
about iny Father's business? 

Luke 4, 
AV . 

4nd when the devil had 
ended all the temptation, he 
Geparted from him for a 
SCasSOtie 

Luke 16, 
AV 

éndad I say unto you, Meke 
to yourselves friends of the 
Mammon or Wasi tS USE SS 
thst, when ye fa y may 
receive you into everlast- 
ing habitations. 

Go therefore and make 
disciples of all nations, 
Daptizing them in the 
nane of the Father and of 
the Son and of the Holy 
Spirit, 

4 
RSV 

find when they could not 
get near him because of the 
Crowd, ey removea 
root above him; end when 
they had made an opening, 
they let down the pailet 

on which the paralytic Tay. 
49 

RSV 
4nd he said to then, 

"How is it that you sought 
me? Did you not imow that 

I must De in my Father's 
house?" 

13 
RSV 

fnd when the devil had 
ended every temptation, he 
departed from him until an 
ppor opp Sc tines 

2 
RSV 

4nd I tell you, mele 

friends for foun Sek SE 2T 
means of pee cas maumon, 
So that when ails they 
May receive you into the 
eternal habitations. 

ee
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Luke 17, 
AV 

Neither shall they say, 
Lo here! or, lo there! for, 
behold, the kingdom of God 
is within you. 

Luke 18, 
  

AV 
£ fast twice in the week, 

Z give tithes of all that I 
possess. 

John 1, 
AV m 

ili things were made cena eS by ins and without him was 
not any thing made that was 
MAGCe 

John 1, 
AV 

4nc the light shineth 
in darimess; snd the darkness 
couprehendea Tt note 

Acts 17, 
AV 

Then Faui stood in the 
midst of Mars' hill, end 
Said, Ye men of Athens, L 
perceive that in ell things 
Ze arc too superstitious. 

Acts 21, 
AV 

Them take, and purify 
Shyselt with them, and be at 
charges with them, thet they 
Wey sonave their needs: and 
sll may kmow that those 
things, whereof they were in- 
formed concerning thee, are 
nothing; but that thou thy- 
s¢if also walkest orderly, 
and kecpest the lave 

21 
RSV 

nor will they say, 
‘Lo, here it is§! or 
'Thereg* for behold, the 

kingdom of God is in the 
midst of youe 

12 
RSV 

I fast tuice a week, 
i give tithes of all that I 
Eete 

3 
= RSV 

all things were made 
thro mM, and without 

Ti was not anything made . 
thet was made. 

5 
Ease RSV 

The light shines in the 
Gerlmess, and the darkness 

has not overcome 1%. 
22 

RSV 
So Faul, standing in 

the middle of the Arcopa- 
gus, said: "lien of Athens, 
<i perceive that in SySee 
way you are very religious. 

24 
aries RSV 

take these men and pur- 

ify sourselt efone git em 23 6 expenses, 
so that they may shave 
their heads. Thus all will 
know that there is nothing 
in what they heave been told 
about you, but that you 
yourself live in observance 
of the lawe



  

Acts 26, 
AN 

4nd when we were all 
fallen to the Garth, I 
heard a voice spesling unto 
me, ond saying in the Heb- 
Pew tongue, Saul, Saul, why 
per ocukest thou me? it is 
ard for thee to kick ‘azeinst 20r) eee Seeinse 

SHE pricics. 

Romans 5 
4V = 

but not as the 2Etonees 
80 also is the free ¢ 6 file 
For ir through the the offence 
of one meny be dead, much 
more the grace of God, and 
the gift by grace, which is 
by one man, Jesus Christ, 
hath abounded unto manye 

Romans 8, 
av 

Likewise the Spirit also 
helpeth « our infirmities: 
for we lnow not what we 
Sioula pray for as we ought: 
but the Spirit itself maketh 
intercession for us wi 
gerosnings waich cannot be 
ubterede EEtered. 

Z Govinthians 1, 21 
AV 

for siter that in the 
wisdom of God the world by 
wisdom knew not God, it 
pleased God by the foclish- 
ness of sreacning to save 
them that ELIEVGe 

Z Corinthians 7, 9 
AY 

But if they cannot con- 
tain, let them merry: 
it is bstter to marry than 
to burn. 

should merrye 

112 

14 
RSV 

fnd when we had ail fal- 
len to the ground, I heard 
@ voice saying to me in the 
Hebrew language, *Saul, Saul, 
why do you persecute me? 
It hurts you to kick against 
the goadse 

15 
a 

But the ec gift is not 
like ss. for 6 the trespa it 
many died through one man's 
trespass, much more have the 
grace of God and the free 
gift in the grace of that 
one men Jesus Christ abounded 
for manye 

26 
RSV 

Likewise the Spirit 
helps us in our wealmess; 
for we do not know how to 
pray as we ought, but the 
Spirit himself intercedes 
or us with sighs too deep 

for wordSe 

RSV 
For since, in the wisdom 

of God, the world did not 
lmow God through wisdom, 
it pleased God through the 
folly of what we preach to 
Save those who Deéliovee 

RSV 
But if they cannot exer- 

cise self-control, they 
For it is 

better ta warry then to be 
aflame with passion.
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< Corinthians 10, 16 
AV 

The cup of PE aeeen which 
we bless, is Lt not con= 
munion of ‘the ; DLood ae Chr hetet? 
the bresda Whien WG 31 WG breal, 
it not the commnion of tou 
body of Chri St? 

<t GSorinthians 11, 29-30 
AV 

“or he that cateth end 
6vinketh un, sorthily, satcth 
Boe Gvinkctn daumation to 
himself, not aiscernin: ‘g the 
Lord's body. or this | cause 
mony are weak ena sickly 
Bh LOT you, an end many 8 Cope 

fi Corinthiens 15, 12 
AV 

Hor Row we see thro 
& glass, ci. ‘Garikly; 1 3 but then 
Tece to face: now I know in 
bert; but then shall I know 
Cven 2s also i am Imouwn. 

EI Corinthians 6, 14 
iv i 

Be yo not unequally yoked 
tozether With unbelievers: 
for what we Liowsnty hath 
righteousness with unright- 
eousncess? end what conmmnion 
heth light with darlmess? 

  

iL Corinthians 12, 11 
AV 

I am become e fool in 
Sloryings ye have compelled 
me: for I ought to have been 
commended of you: for in 
nothins au I behind the vor 
Chicrest apostles, house 

cS noth 

slams 
AV 

they zeal zezlously affect 
but not | well; yea, y wo ota 
exelude you, that ye might 
affect them. 

  

HSV 
fhe cup of blessing which 

we bless, is it not a 
BOL 2. gyeble cipation in the 

Chiat? The bree chick we 
break is it not ea participa- 
tion in the body of Christ? 

RSV 
For any one who cets and 

drinks without discerning 
the body ests and drinks 
udginent upon himself. That 

£ fi many of you are we 
end ill, and somo have diede 

RSV 
For now we sec 

mirror dimly, but ae face 
to face. ow I know in 
part; then i shall under-= 
stend fully, even as I have 
been fully understood. 

RSV 
Do not be misuated with 

unbelievers. lor what part- 
ner b have righteousness 
and iniqiity? Or what fele 
lowshipn has light with dark- 
ness? 

RSV 
I have been a fool! 

forced uc to it, for I 
ought to heave been commend- 
ed by youe Hor I am not at 
ell inferior to these su} Saber 
ee Tative a we apostles “even 
T am no 

You 

RSV 
They meke much of you, 

but For no good sees 
they want to shut you out, 
that you may make much of 
them 

 



AV 
L woud they were even 

cut off which trouble yOue 

AV 
P ‘iho, eine in the form 

God, ought it not rob- 
bery oO be 6, al w: with | Goa: 
lut msde hiliselr or no rep= 
uteation, ‘ona tool a ug gon him 
the fora of 4 servant, and 
nee madc in the likeness of 

ms 

AV 
Hor our conversation is 

in Heaven; from waence also 
we Took i ior the Saviour, 
the Lord Jesus Christ:   

AY 
but I heve all, snd 

abound: I am fuil, having re- 
celved of Epaphroditus the 
thin.s which were sent from 
baie) en odour of a sweet 
suiell, a seerifice accept- 
able, well pleasing to Gode 

Colossians 2, 25 
AY - 

Jhich things have indeed 
& Shew of wisdom in will wor- 
Ship, end humility, ana neg— 
Teetins 5. of the body; not in 
any honour to ; the Satistying 
Of ihe flesh. 

  

I Timothy 5, 24-25 
AV 

sonc men's sins are open 
befor cheng, goings berore to 
ucenien end some men they 
oLLow arene Likewise also 

the zood works of some are 
manifest berorehand; and they 
that are otherwise cannot be 
hid. : 

Galations 5, 12 

Philippians 2, 6-7 

Fhilippisens 35, 20 

Philippians 4, 18 
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RSV 
I wish those who unset- 

tle you would mutilate them- 
solvese 

.RSV 
who, though he was in 

the form of God, did not 
gout equality ate Sed a 

oe be prasped. 
cd hinseli, ea, but ne em : 

orn Sr a@ servant, being 
born in the likeness of 
mene 

RSV 
But our corionvealth is 

~ in iieaven, end from it we 
it a savior, the Lord ‘ava. 

Jesus Christ, 

RSV 
have reccived full 

ment, end more; © em fil 
having received from Epa- 
phroditus the gifts you sent, 
a fragrent offering, a sac=- 
rifice accepteble end pleas= 
ing to God. 

RSV 

These have ee an 
appearance of wisdom in pro- 
moting rigor of devotion and 
sei? —abasenen and severit : 
to the ets bu ere of 
no value checkinz the 

indulgence of the ficsh. 

RSV 
The sins of some men are 

conspicuous, qbotntiog to 
iuanext, but e sins of 
others appesr later. So 
slso good deeds are con=- 
spicuouss even Ww 
they are not, they cannot 
remain hidden. 
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Hebrews 4, 14 
: AY RSV 

secing then that we have Since then we have a 
Reece sees pricst, that great high priest who hes 
“ Sec into the heavens, uBesce through the heavens 
Jesus the Son of God, let us esus, the Son of God, Let 
hold fast our profession. us hold fast our confession. 

- gJemes 1, 21 
AV RSV 

Wherefore lay spart all Therefore put away all 
filthiness end superfluity of filthiness ana renk owth 
Naughtiness, and receive wi of wickedness ena receive 

    

mcelness the engrafted word, with meekness the implanted 
which Ls able te save your word, which Is able to save 
soulse your souls.e 

i Peter 2, 2 
AV RSV 

_ 48 newborn babes, desire Like newborn babes, 
the sincere milk of the word, © jong for the pure spiritual 
that ye mey grow therebys milk, that by you may 

grow up to salvation. 

Lt Peter 1, 20-21 

  

  

  

AV : RSV 
snowing this first, that First of all you must 

ho prophecy of the scripture understand this, that no 
ee Giewewdiumalis ecw 
is of eny privete inter- prophesy of scripture is. 
pretation, For the prophecy @ matter of one's own inter- : 
Cee not in old time by the retation, because no proph— 
will of man: but holy men of ecy ever came by the impulse 
God spake as they were moved. of man, but men moved by the 
by the Holy Ghoste Holy Spirit spoke from God. 

I Jom 2, 2 ; 
AV RSV 

4nd he is the propitia- and he is the expiation 
tion for our sins: and not for our sins, end not tor 
for ours only, but also for ours only but also for the 
the sins of the whole world. sins of the whole world. 

Minor Problems 

It will be noticed that the RSV has dropped the thee- 

thou language except in the cases where God is addressed. 

This was done by them only after "two years of debate and 
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Cxperiment." The eth end th forms for verb endings in the 

third serson are not employed at alle ‘The RSV men abandoned 

entirely the practice of using italiese They omit them "on 

the principle thet only words eceasany to convey the mean=- 

ing in English are used,"125 

The Amen I say to you problem was, according to one 

licuber of the comalttee, the most troublesome of all with 

which they dealt. "fhe recurrent debate over it, which would 

not stay settled, took more time then eny other in the meet- 

ings of the Committee." They decided upon the trenslation 

druly, i say to you, which is a correct expression of the 

mGening but lacks some of the solemn assurance which the ex- 

pression Verily must have had as Jesus used it. However, 

because the English word Verily is too erchaic, and because 

ne other conceivable alternative could be offered to solve 

the problem, the Truly of the RSV is the best that they 

could offer, although it “fully satisfies few of us, "126 

In the matter of translating proper nanes, the RSV 

has followed the commendeble practice of consistently using 

the seuc form as was used in the 01d Testament end disregard- 

ing the form used in the Greek. In Matthew 5, 5, for example, 

the prophet yuoted is not Esaias but Isaiah. Likewise in 

the following passage, Acts 7, 453 

  

125. Luther Ae wieigle, Op. ite; Pe 56. 

126. Ibid., De 56. 
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which also our fathers that came after 
brought in with Jesus into the possession of 
the ( Gentiles, whom God drave out before the 
Yacc of our fathers, unto the days of David; 
(AV), 

where Stephen refers to Jesus and means the 

Jesus who led Israel in the conquest of Canaan, the KSV 

Penuers it more clearly as Joshua, the Hebrew form of the 

neme.t27 tn Merk 3, 18, Simon the Canaanite of the AV is 

more aptly rendered as Simon the Cananaean in the RSV. 

Since they were instructed to produce a work that 

would be “in the direction of the simple, classic English 

style of the King James Version," and since they were also 

advised that this revision "be designed for use in public and 

bPivete worship,” the RSV revisers msde certain allowances 

for treditions and asscciations and also kept in mind the 

Sound of the Lenguege (what Lts effect would be upon the 

car) 126 The technical Christian terns were fairly well re=- 

teined. ‘he term magnify is retained in the Magnificat for 

liturgical reasonse+29 - 

The Lord's Prayer, in Matthew, beginning with Gur 

ather who art in heaven, reteins the faniiiar words end 

Vengemcnt, with the exception of the fourth petition which 

fon
e 

renders: “and forgive us our debts, As we also have forgiven 

our debtors;" the difference being not with the words debt 

  

127. Surrows, Op. Cit., De 25e 
128. Jentz, 6 Sp. C1E., De 67 
1296 igigle, Ope Ci “Cite, Pe 55e
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end debtors, but in the &lso have forgiven instead of siuply 

forg ive. ; : 

‘he use of the term Counselor instead of Comforter 

for the Holy Spirit in John 14, 26 will not be ap:reciated 

by meny. ‘the problem is debatable. 

On the whole, the RSV translators could have avoided 

Solic disapproval on the part of AV readers, if they had 

becn even more lenient toward traditicnal ussge then they 

heve been, It must be difficult, however, to dray the fine 

line where appreciation for tradition and demands of true 

Scholarship clashe 

style 

4ALthough instructed to abide by the English style of 

the AV, the KSV men knew that sinee we no longer live in the 

Elizebethen age, it would be unwise to merely repeat "forms 

end phreses ci three hundred yeers ago" throughout the trans- 

lation. ‘hey have broken away from the AV style, and in so 

Going they have, of course, lost something. The language 

of the RSV tends, even by the adwission of one of its trens- 

latinc members, to be "more clipped end nervous," which is 

fine for graphic description and narration, but loses some 

of the religious atmosphere attached to the older style. 

Such a thing is noticed, as Bowie comments, when current 

Speech changes "There were in the saze country shepherds 

abiding in the field" to "In that region there were shepherds 
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out in the f1eld;" and because of the change "it is as 

though for a moment a glory seems to fade,"250 

‘then again, there are different kinds of beauty, and 

this trensletion may be recognized as having e beauty uuch 

tore enduring then 1s apparent at first use. Surely it 

has a vigor and freshness about it which makes it en apt 

medius for the dynamic contents of the Gospel of Jesus 

Christ. If one considers the Greek styles of the New Testa- 

ment, he surely sees no particular attempt at literary ertis- 

try. If it comes at all it is only a by-product. One sees 

chiefly a vital message presented with simplicity and direct- 

ness and sincerity. In this respect the KSV apvproacnes the 

style of the original much more closely then the other ver- 

Slons herein discussed. At the same time there is a dignity 

in the oral reading of the RSV which may cause some to feel 

thet in desisning their production for use in public worship 

aS well as private reading, the revisers have avoided the 

pitfall cf levity of expression which is ept to accompany 

idiomatic trenslation.e 

General Evaluation 

To be sure, the RSV has its shortcomings along with 

other versions. ‘There are some errors and inconsistencies 

within 1%, and some of its passages will be disputed for 

years to come. Eut #11 in all, the innumerable honest 

  

150. Bowie, Ope Cit., De 127. 
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improvements contained therein render the RSV more than 

"just another liodernistic work" to be tossed aside because 

the men behind the project are not of the totally orthodox 

Cullpe 4n impartial checking of the disputable items often 

reveals that the RSV translation is remarkably true and 

accepteble despite any personal "Liberal" bent that may 

exist among the translators. Ferhaps we have a case here 

where honest scholarship, though working through the medium 

of a "Liberal" group, has produced a translation compara- 

tively free of bias in the actual product. ‘ie bear in mind 

that translating, even in the case of the ord of God, is 

primarily a matter of knowledge, training, honesty, skill, 

end scholarship, and that, while sound orthodox Christian 

intuition is helpful, no amount of this will take the place 

of these other things. In general, the RSV is a good trans- 

lation. 

General Appearance 

Concerning the general appearance of the first edition 

of Zhe New Covenent, Comuonly Called the New festanent of 

Qur Lord snd Sevior Jesus Christ, Revised Standerd Version, 
Trenslated from the Greek, Being the Version set forth 

AeDe 1511, Revised A,De 1881 and 1901, Compered with the 
most Ancient Authorities and Revised A.D. 1946, we notice 

that Thomas Nelson & Sons did a superb printing jobe The 

lerger than usual type, the consolidation of verses into 

peragraphs with the removal of parallel references and notes 

from the ususel middle or side colum to the foot of the page, 
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the printing of the text across the full page as is done 

in ordinary literature, the printing as poetry of the lyr- 

ical passeges, and the use of quotation marks, ell contri- 
bute to e rather inviting end much more reedable format 

than Ls usually afforded in Bible printing. The chapter 

éud verse numberings are retained in such a mamer as to 

facilitate rapid reference without becoming a distraction to 

the .erson engaged in continuous reading. 

Reception of the RSV 

4 general final statement of the purpose intended by 

the SV Committee in their work expresses the hope that the 

revision will be of value to the people of today: 

In this present revision the purpose has 
been to bring the devout reader and worship- 
ful hearer in some degree nearer to the very 
heart of the divine message, to prepere a 
nore adequete instrument for the preacher and 
teacher of the Jord of God as he seeks to make 
Christ wore vital in the lives of his people. 
We have honestly sought to help stimulate a 
genuine and abiding interest in the message of 
the New Testament; and we cherish the hope 
thet the version here provided for the message 
of the New Testament may serve in some measure 
to bring its readers and hearers into closer 
fello; ¥ahtp with the Savior who mects us in this 
booke 

As stated by an article in the Walther League Jiessenger, 

the RSV is offered as a "contribution to the never-ending 

  

151. Abdel Ross Wentz, “The New Testament and the jiord 
of God,“ An Introduction to the Revised Standard Version of 
che New Tes temen. » De 
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process of trying to make clear to each generation the ‘ord 

of God." it further states: 

_ déhether the new version will be used in 
iutneren pulpits and Protestont pulpits as well 
in place of the present versions now in use 
will not be determined for a long time to come. 
fcrnaps tradition end custom will still play an 
iuportent part in determining how the iiord of 
God is to be heard and read in the liturgical 
ort of the church service. For study in Sun- 

Gey Schools end Bible clesses it is almost cer- 
tein thet the HSV will find on increasing useée 
l.ven in its use for study purposes and for de- 
votional use, it is possible that years will 
have to elapse before the King James version is 
supplanted. One can predict quite confidently 
thst most Eible readers will at least want to 
cw a Revised Stendard Version of the New Cove=- 
nent, commonly celled the New Testauent.+~ 

  

Filson mentions thet, since it was widely publicized 

before lts appearance, it "attracted about thres hundred 

thousend orders in the first month. Only the lack of copies 

prevented more vigorous promotion snd a much larger sale, "155 

How well the RSV New Testement will be received during the 

yeors sheaG remains to be demonstrated chiefly by the aver- 

age Christian reader. Whatever popularity it geins or loses 

in public worship may be deciaedly altered by the completion 

of the Old Testament Comnittee's work. This is expected 

around the year 1950. 

  

152. w#illmwar Thorkelson, “The Bible in Modern Dress," 
The jalther League Nessenzer, June, 1946, De S60 

15S. iilson, Ope Gites De 221. 
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CONCLUSION 

The 4uthqrized Version 

the AV of 1611 is a revision of the Bishops! Bible 

of 1568. It is also heavily indebted to Tyndale's trans- 

lation. it is noticeably indebted to the translations of 

“Wyclizvec and Coverdale, as well as to the Greet Bible, Gen- 

Gve Libie, and others. ‘The Greck text exwloyed is substene 

tiall, that of the Textus Keceptus. The AV men were not 

hide-bound literalists in their manner of translating. ‘The 

AV frequently employs many English synonyms for a single 

ureck worde In many cases this is done because the original 

word hes various meenings.e In very many cases this is done 

chiefly for the sake of rytha, variety, and beauty of ex- 

pression, In such cases faithfulness to the original suf- 

fers. On the other hand, in a nuaver of cases, different 

Greck terms are rendered by a single English word when a 

Gistinection should really be made. 

The AV Lacks the refinements of later textual and 

GYreimatical studics. This entails a leck of reliability in 

souc instances. Despite the leck of these refinements, the 

4V is such an honest, scholarly, and beautiful translation, 

that it is still highly usable today for those who are con- 

versent with Elizabethan English. 

The Revised Version 

The RV of 1885 is a revision of the AY of 1611. The 
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?easons for this revision were: the increasing number of 

archaisms, the discoveries of more reliable manuscripts, 

end the noting of erroneous translations in the AV. it was 

the result of Anglo-American cooperetion. The influence of 

the én -licen men was by far predominant. Among the revisers 

were .cstecott and Hort. The chief contribution of the RV 

is textual accuracy. Fractically all of the more isportant 

textual emendations under discussion today were already tak- 

en up by the RV men. In some of the major passages under 

consideration the RV men complied with the treditional de- 

tiends of popular familiarity with the AV. Hether then 

Climinate such a passage, they occasionally left it in the 

text with a brief marginal reference concerning the problen, 

The RV translation shows greater conformity to the 

originel Greek expressions. This makes it a volume more 

faithful to the original, but causes it to lose some of the 

besuty and force of the AV. The trenslating work of the RV 

men was too literalistic. It is "strong in Greek, weak in 

English." It contains many of the archaisms of the AV. 

Its expressions ere more Anglican than American. However, 

except for the matter of bpeauty of style, it is a great im- 

provement over the AV. 

The Auerican Standard Version 

fhe ASV of 1901 is a revision of the RV of 1885. The 

fmericsn Committee, which had worked with the Anglican 
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Committee on the KV, was not astisfied with the treatment 

the british gave the American suggestions. The Anglican 

Coummittec had printed in their Bible an appendix containing 

those Auerican suggestions which the Iinglish had rejected. 

ine Avericen Committee had hoped that these suggestions 

Would gradually be incorporated into the text, but the Ing- 

lish Committee disbended snd dropped the metter. In the 

proauction of the ASV the American Committee incorporated 

wost of this appendix into the text of the new version, 

ena made additional alterations of a minor nature. The 

Hier contribution of the ASV is the further elimination of 

archaismse 

The ASV is a later American recension of the RV and 

is very similar in style and arrangement to the RV. It is 

en improvement over the RV. Except for the matter of beauty 

of style, it is a great improvement over the AV. 

The Revised Standard Version 

The KSV of 1946 is a revision of the ASV of 1901. It 

is suthorized by the International Council of Religious Ed- 

ucation. Forty-four of the major Protestant bodies of the 

United Stetes and Canada are associated with this council. 

fo date only the New Testawent section has been completed. 

The problem of the Greek text for the RSV men involves 

msinly-.a re-consideration of the same questions already be- 

fore the KV men of the nincteenth century. Recent manuscript 
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finds have provided a little more information concerning 

Some passagese AS a rule the readings of the RSV men con- 

form tc those in the text or in the margin of the Seven- 

teenth Edition of Nestle. The revisers have been able to 

mske usc of twentieth century lexical end grammatical stu- 

Gies, which contain improvements as a result of the many 

recent papyri finds end publications. 

the RSV men followed the principle of translating the 

meanings of the original text rather than just re-setting 

6én array of words from Greek to English. Their translation 

is much more idiomatic then the AV, RV, end ASV. ‘The trans- 

istion, however, shows many Geferences to AV phrasing and 

terminology. In general it is a fine casting of the New 

Testeument inte modern idiometic English without breaking 

avay too mich from the familiarities of the AV. It main- | 

tains sufficient dignity of expression for use in public 

worshine It is idiomatic enough to be readily understood, 

yet net sc idiomatic that it would need re-translatinge efter 

& decade or tuc. The chief contribution of the RSV is its 

Clarity of expression which affords a high degree of read- 

ability. 

The KSV men are apparently of the "Liberal" school. 

There arc some who feel that the SV bears the regrettable 

marks of "Liberalisu." ‘To a certain extent this may be true. 

Romans 9, 5 may be an exemple of this. It is amazing, how- 

ever, to what a negligible extent this condition can be 
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shown to exist. If one did not iknow that the translators 

were “Liberals,” he would be hard pressed to prove thet any 

passages “bear the unmistakable marks of Liberalism." What 

is labeled as "Liberal" beceuse the reader knows of the 

translators! personal leanings, could easily be assigned to 

other causes. ‘There are cases in sone passages where "Lib- 

eval" motives, if they were such, hepsened to lead to more 

conservative results than those of the AV. Lespite the 

"Ziberal” bent of the men, the resultant work is one of hon- 

est sud competent scholarship. Its few perhaps "distressing," 

but not demonstrably erroneous, choices ere far outweighed 

by its numerous improvements. 

fhe style of the RSV is energetic. it is more terse 

and clipped than the AV's style. It matches the lenguage 

of today. it matches the styles of the New Testenent writ- 

ers more than the AV does. Its interest is in conveying 

dynewie content in a weeningful manner, rether then solicit- 

ing praise over style and beauty of expression. 

The RSV New Testament is printed as living literature, 

in peragreph form, and with quotation marks. ‘The "thee-thou" 

lenguege is eliminated except in reference to God. The con- 

ventional chapter and verse numberings are maintained in a 

manner so as not to be distracting to the reader and yet 
F 

easily refereble.e | 
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The RSV New Testament is an improvement over that of 

the 45V of 1901le Lxcept for the matter of beauty of style, 

it is a very great improvement over the AV, especially for 

modern USa&gCe
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